
Histońcal peformance and 'truth to the work':

historlt and the subaersion ofPlatonism

I have often heard it stated by scholars and others inherested in
peďormance on eaĄ instruments that-they'would rathęr heaľ a

.s.""! ur!ľ! o1 Ę" ł"óng in5q-l'men1 1hą'l-ińe di-ocrěpFyci ón the
right one. I am no longer willing to accept that statenenŁ. Perhaps it
is wrong to put the instrument before the artist, but I have begun to
feelthat itmustbe done . . . There is simply noway that the gŤeatest,
most sensitivc artist can ever come close to a true Mozarte an sensc
with [modern instruments].

Malcolm Bilson, ĺ98o'

Nlany involved with performance on historical instruments may now
litrtl Bilson's remarks extreme; thc rhetoľic of histońcist performance
llas become progressively milder since the eaĄ lg8os. Yet something
ĺĺ' lJilson's sense is probably still harbouľed by any of us who choosc
lltĺ: old instruments over modern ones; why, afteľ all, make this choice
iĺ'tlne does not believe that there is some positive advantage? Bilson's
litltrous remark may thus sti]] Iepĺesent a reducťin, however lĺ.uch ad absur-

lnn, of the historicist enteľprise. Moreoveq the same Ę?e of thinking is
ĺlvident in reconstrrrctionist approaches to otheI aItS, such as t}e G]obe
'l'lleatľc pľoject. Andrew Gurr implies that Shakespeaľe's plays as we
llirve hitherto known them aľe somehow incomplete without the pľc-
ĺ'isc ľeconstruction ofthe 'orieina] instrumext', the theatre for which the
ĺllrtmatist wľote his plays:

Wc ]osę or distor| much of what is valuable in his plays so long as we remain
il]lloŤant of the precise shape of that playhouse' and of how Shakespeare ex-

. pccted his plays to be performcd thcre . . . A play in performance is a dl.namic
{,vcnt, thc product of a huge complex of details, from the pcnetrating quality
tlĺ'an actor's voice to the haldness ofthc bcnch a spectatoŤ may be sitting on
()ľ the state ofthc wcatheĺ We need to knolv these details, the precisc shapc of
lllc stage and Łhe auditolium' the quality ofthc lig'ht, the eĺIects on sound and

,:. vision ofan open-air arcna and a crowded auditorium, the interplay between
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actors performing on a platfoŤm in an opcn yard and the packed mass ofthou-
sands ofspecLators, many ofthem standing ď in broad daylight. Nonc ofthese
effects, each ofwhich influences drc others, can be gauged without a full-scale
IeconstŤuction' Shakespeare's woÍks were composcd in full knowledge oí'the
intricate and dynamic intcrplay through which his plays were to be pcrformcd
at thc original Globe. We owe it to ourselves to attempt some reconstruction of
the moĺe tangiblc fcatules ofthat intelplay.'?

'The attention to the 'ensemble' of details contributing to the phe-
nomcnological impact of what we often rcgaľd as a wĺitten text is cer-
tain1y stimulating, but two crucial questions immediately arise. Fiľst,
there is the obvious issue ofwhether we can ever be sure that we havę ac-
tually reconstructed all the original details' Seconďy, and moľe crucially,
both Guľr and Bilson seem to assume a consistency oflistenership, that
an ideď human subject will somehow respond identical]y Ĺo the same
sensual stimuli regardless of age, period or social background.3 Thus
theľe is a profound sense in which this 'strong' concept of restoraLion
is ałlz'-histoľical, assuming as it does that there are essences in aľtistic

Pľoduction and reception that aľe entircly unaÍIected by tlre passing ol
time or place. This attirude could be termed 'modified autonomy' the
retention ofthe concept ofthe timeless artwork, but embellished with as

many details as possible from the circumstances of its production. And
these details are ľelevant to the degree that they proceed from the work
outwaĺds ald not so much fľom the outside world inwaĺds - to the woľk.

This chapter first examines the nature and implications ofthis essen-

tialist approach, since I suggest that HIP has gained much olits prestige
through its appeal to a pre-existing concept of Werktreue ('truth to the
work'). Yet, as I hope to show, the very concern with history destabilises
dle notion ofconsistent essences. HIĘ quite agailst the intentions of its
more 'hard-line' advocates, has _ like a Trojan Horse actuďly serwed
to loosen the hold of the work concept aĺd to change pľolounďy the
cultuľe of music and performaĺtce.

So what conception of music, musical works and composers underlies
Bilson's statement? And what part does peľformance play in this equa-
tion? First, it is clear that the peľfoľmer has duties and responsibilities
to composeľ and work. This is, in itseĘ an unremarkable StanceJ com-
mon to many accepted perloľming ethics concerned with the concept
of Werktreue. What is moľe contentious is the view that the instľument iS

pľiülcged above the performer; it is to have a status equal to that cus-
tomaĺily accorded to the musical text' To the degree that a performer
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duty-bound to use a score that conforms to an authentic version
1ii'|ltc work (whatever the diĺfrculties this may entail), he should a]so use

.ĺht 'aruthentic' instrumcnt that the composer had in mind. The tenoľ
lĺ' llilson's aľgument (and indeed of many rłľitings on historical peľfor-

llllLnce) presumably strctches to the next level of ľegulation, in which
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pĺ:ľĺ'ormancc style and interpretation are also to bc governed by the
'hiĺlnľically CoIrect norms. Indeed, he suggests in a later interview that
Nlĺlzart's s]urs and other perfoľmance markings aľe sometimes more

i \ri()wpoint that extends the customary respect foľ the litcrąI accuľacy of
lllc score with an equally strong beliefin aspects ofthe broadeľ context

: ĺltłľ, he believes, bring out the essence ofwhat the composer sought to
4lx1lľess.4 This sort of shi|t of emphasis, which retains the moĺal fervour

I ol'a pre-eisting system ofbeliefs, is qpical of HIP in general.
' Much ofthis plesupposes that the woľks concerned have an identity

ĺt ĺloľrect ťorm ofbeing _ that the performer is morally bound to ľealisc
ilt sound; it is not enough to pľovide a recognisable pcďoľmance or even
()lrc that is il some respect interestin$ Theľe is a sense that the listencr
(lnd pľesumably also the performer - both kinaesthetically aĺd as a
r'ľilical ]isteneĺ ofhis own performance) is depĺived of some experiential
lľLrth if exposed to the 'WTong' sort of perfoľmance. Perhaps t}is trrrth

lras something to do with a composer's mind and personality, with a

1xtrticular historical sĘle or with the essence of a single work. But most
wľiters on HIP adopt an ethical tone in this regard without oĺIerilg any
r'xplanation of ĺ-he basis of thc imperative.

This ethical tone undoubteďy borrows somethingfrom the tĺaditional
(ieľmanic conception of 'the work' as that which we are duĘ-bound to
interpľet' Ludwig Finscher articulates a Ępical post-Adorno view of HIP
in 1967 when he suggests that theľe is a dichotomy between the alorlĺ as

something wc wish to interpret anđ the 'work' as the objectiücation of
iLrr historica] moment. He pľoposcs that an interpletation on modeľn
illstruments might sometimes a]low us to get closeľ to a 'tľue' interpre-
lation of the work than the original ones and that the surest guide to
that interpretation is through analysis and contemplation of the 'work
itself ' in its notated form.s The 'hardJinc' HIP view seems to conÍlate
lrinscher's two rrotions of work by concretising the histoľical moment
łĺ the essential work. Philosophicaljustification foľ this position comes,
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not from within the Germaĺric tľadition but from the Anglo-Americarr
bľand of'analytical philosophy'. Might this express in logical terms that
which the HIP hard-liner intuits?

A perfoľming musician's concept of music should not necessaľily be
as coheľent as that which a philosopher might demand. Aesthetic the-
ory comes, more often than not, after the event and will usually tra.il

a more broadly based ideology concerning the status of music.n It is
quite striking that there is veľy little interaction between the writiĺlgs
of philosophers concerned with HIP in music and those by musicians
and musicologists. But recent philosophical wĺiters do perceive a need
to account loľ historical performance and those who favouľ it do seem
to be in broad agreement with Bilson's statement.

Werktreue irthtstorical performance finds its most fully develope d the-
oretical home in one of the most tľaditional formulations of the musicď
work, Platonism. Platonism has long been a feature of music theory
particulaĄ when theory has veered towards the abstract, mathematicď
and formď, or even towards the unheard and ideal. In many ways 'pure'
Platonism would seem to privilege musical works in the abstract over
theiľ ľeďisation in sound (as in Kcats's 'ode on a Grecian urn', where
'Heaĺd melodies are sweet but those unheard are sr,veeter'). Thus the
unattainable ideal in music is analogous to a belief in divine aesthetic
and moľal oľder.7 In short, Platonism, with its uncreated, eternal reper-
tory of musical masterworks, affords music a metaphysical status similar
to religion, a point not lost to aestheticians of the nineteenth century
onwaľds.

At first glance, things do not lookpromisingfor historicistperloľmance
in a Platonist wor]d' Platonism stresses that the best music tľanscends
its time and context, that no perlormance can match the ideal and that
history is merely a localphenomenon.Jerrold Levinson suggests thatpure
Platonism is particulaĄ well served by Schenkeľ's theory of musical
analysis which tends to take the universal essence of each piece as a
starting point and sees good performance in terms ofits secondary role
as the successful realisation ofthe musica] structure.8 on the otheľ hand,
composeľs fľom the nineteenth century onwaľds seem to have been al1

the more concernedwith the specifics ofperformance practice, the choice
of instľumcnts and performaĺce directives. Here the related concept
of original eenius might also be significant, with composers trying to
make each work as individuated and exhaustively defined as possible.
But this trend might a]so reflect much moľe mundane matterc: e.g. the
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elcvelopments in copyright law and the opportunities aÍIorded by the
vcry mechanicď ľeproduction ofmusic (see chapter 4, below).

Peteľ Kir,y gives the most thorough account of the obvious sort of
trrusical Platonism that priüleges the pure sound stľucture oveľ the peľ-
ĺ'oľmance means. Works are universals while performaĺces aĺe merely
particu]ars oľ instances. If instľumentation (and presumably performilg
sýe) aľe ever essentia_l to the ĺea]isation ofthe work, they are only tem-

1lorarily so, during the few yeaľs afteľ composition; a|ter this instruments
tnd performers might well have 'improved'.e On the other hand, one of
l.he 'puľe st' Platonists, Nicholas WolterstoľĄ suľprisingly maintains that
|lre oľiginal instrumental directives aľe essential to the composition (at
lcast in the last zoo years) as are any interpretative diĺectjves expressed
by the composeĹ'o Howeve1 it is only with the consideľab]c modifica-
lions ofPlatonism offered by Stephen Davies andJerrold Levinson that
IIIP ľeceives its most thorough justification.

Davies notes that an interest in the perťoľmeľ's role is a concomitant
of an interest in the composeľ's achievement peľ se']] Foľ him, the sounds
heaĺd and intended by the composer should be as crucial to the identity
ofthe work as the notes themselves:

Ä highly authentic perÍôrmance is likely to be one in which insfuuments contem-
PoIary to the PeŤiod ofcomposition. . ' are used in its performance, in which the
score is interPreted in the light of sýistic practices and performance conven-
tions of the time when the work was comoosed. in which ensembles of d-re same
size and disposition as accord with the cômposer's specification aľe employed'
zrnd so forth."

Davies associates 'authenticity' specifically with the sounds specified
by the composer in their most ideď ťorm, and believes any factors
that aÍe not directly associated with the sounđing of the music (e.g.

social cřcumstances of the composer and per{ormance) to be iľrele-
vant. Most binding of aII aľe the composer's determinative intentions,
although, as Wolterstorff also sfesses, the non-determinative intentions
might be subject to vaľiation' Whenever the composer's intentions aľe
not deteľmined, or improvisation is essential to the music, the authorial
element will play less ofa role in determining authenticity; now general
issues of contempora4' style will come more to the foľe. There is a cer-
tain circularity to Daües's scheme, since 'on1y those intentions which
conventionďly are accepted as determinative aľe relevarrt to judge-
ments of authenticity' (Daües, Authenticity in Musical Perfoľmance',
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p. 4z). Thus authenticity is defined in accoľdance with deteľminative
intentions and vice versa. I shall address the general problem of inten-
tionality, and specificďly the supposed hieľarchy of determinative and
non-determinative intentions in the next chapteĹ

Heľc it suĺlices to notc that Davies gives a value to authenticity in
performance that can be assessed indcpendently of valuations of the

musical work itself; indee d:

A performance is better for a higüer degree ofauthenticity (other things being
equal) whaleĺler the merits of the composition itself' A peĺformance praisewoĺthy
lor its authenticity may make evident that lhc composer wrote a lvork with
little musical interest or merit. It is the creative skill rcquired ofthe performcr
in faithfully intelplcting the composer's score which is valued in pľaising the
authcnticity of performanccs of that scoŤe. (Davics, Authenticity in t\ĺusical
Performance', p. 47)

Although he admits the perfoĺmer's originality and creativity in gcner-
ating the necessary authenticity, this theory seems to be largely a matter
of bibliogľaphic housekeeping, similaĺ to the fundamenta]s of producing
a good edition.'3 The corĺect sound involved in 'authenticity' seems to

relate diľectly to the identiy of the work; the more conect]y the notes

aľe reaLised in accord with the specifications ofthe Score and the sounds
implied, the more it seemingly exists in perlormancc. In this way Davies
comes close to Nęlson Goodman's notorious nomina]ist conception of
music, in which works are defined as a class of pcďormances that re-
produce exactly the notes of the score.'4 Although this leads to certain
absurdities, such as that a peďoľmance lasting ten years can count as an
instance of the work, while a peďormance r,vith a single wrong notc does
not, it does have a certain use as a regulatiue concept lor the perlbrmer
(i'e' the per{oľmer :usuaLly intenh to get all thc notes ľight).'s Davics, in
effect, adds those elements he supposes to confer 'authenticity' in perfor-
mance to Goodman's call for corĺect notes. In all. his theorv is to some

degree successful in describing the intentions oť many conccrned with
HIĘ although it is still diÍňcult to see where the moral imperative lres.

Nor does it explain why works are both ľcadily identified and enjoyed
when peľformed'inauthentically'

Levinson concurs with much that Davies has to sav but foľmulates
his attitudc to historicist perloľmance within a much more extensive
general theory of the ontology of musical r,vorks. First, he modifies the
pure Platonist approach by dĺawing in the creativĘ of the composer
as part of the essence of music. One consequence of this definition
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which seems initially to conflict with common intuition, is that two
composers coincidentally producing exactly the same notated piece of
rnusic actually provide two distinct woľks:

'ľhe reason for this is Ĺhat cer|ain attdbuŁes ofmusical works are dependent on
morethan the sound strlrcĹulcs contained.In particular, the aesthetic and artistic
altributcs ofa piece of music are pardy a function o! and must be gauged widr
refęIence to, the total musico-historica-l context in \vhich the composer is situated
while composing his piece. Sincc thc musico-historical contexĹs of composing
individuals are invariably different, then even iftheir works arc identical in sound
structure, they will difIer rvidcly in aesthetic and artistic attdbutes. (Lcvinson,
Musíc, Art' and Metapfulsics, pp. 68_9)

This line of ľeasoning obviously shares something with Jorge Luis
Borges' saĘńcal 'Pierľe Nĺenaĺd, Authoľ ofthe Quixote', wheĺe the fic-
Ľiona] author seeks to produce an exact verbal analogue ofDon QuĹxote,
but due to the entirely ďfferent cřcumstanccs ofproduction and histor-
ical context, claims at the samc time to produce a work entirely distinct
from Cervantes'. Levinson's semiotic turn is also instructive: the same
verbal sound even sometimes with the same spelling - can signify
entirely different concepts according to the language or to the context
within any particular language. Thus the same musica] sound Stľucture
can bear an entirely diÍferent significance accoľding to its historica'l and
cľeative contexts. But this comes dangerously close to accepting musľ
cal works as aĺbitľary sigĺifieľs that have meaning only in relation to
theiľ position in history and having none of the inrinsic identity that
Platonism would surely demand.

Ifwe provisionally accept Levinson's appeal to history as essential to
musical works, two factors have come into play: the cľeativity of the
composer (his background, assumptions and experience etc.), and the
time at which he Wrote (in tcľms of the position oť a piece both in the
course of his career and in the basic musical languages oť his era). In
Levinson's woľds, the musical work becomes 'a SoIt ofuniveľsal brought
down to earth' (p. r16). In the light ofthese two factors, it is not diĺEcult
(although not obligatory) to claim also that the Platonist sound-structure
is ďso diĺectly connected with the origilal performing medium. Accord-
ing to Leünson, it is simply not enough to claim, as Davies does, that thc
sound determined and expected by the composeľ should be ľepľoduced.
The way the sound is pľoduced is cľucial since it a{Iects the attitude and
experience of the performer and, with a little background knowledge,
that ofthe listener too:
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Part ofthe expressive chaĺacter ofa piec e of rr'lsj:c as heard ďerives from our sense
ofhoĺv itís being made in performance, and our correlation of that with its sonic
aspect its sound narrowly speaking ' . . Not only ĺhe qualitative nature ofthe
sounds but also their specified means ofproduction enter into the equation that
yields the rcsultant acsthctic complcxion ofa piccc ofmusic in the traditionwith
which we are concerned. (p. 395)

In this respect Levinson distances himself fľom Ki\,y, who regaĺds all
sound_pľoducing elements as secondary to the basic sound stľuctuľe, and
ďso from Randall Dipert, who ranks compositional intention from the
lowest level, of sound production, throu-gh the actual sound intended,
to the highest level of expľessive intent.'o According to Diperťs view, if
the correct sounđ were to be produced more eÍňcienĺly by some other
means, the lowest level would no longeľ be significant; furtheľmore, if
the composeľ's expressive intentions can be better produced for a latel
historica] audience with otheľ means oľ sounds, both loweľ levels should
be dropped. Dipeľt's concern for the ultedoľ intention (although even
this is not to have automatic priority oveľ otheľ conditions) does have
the advantage of allowing a more vital, cľitical factor into the argument
(in contradistirction to the objective concern for identity conditions that
pervadc thc Platonists' aľguments). Howeve1 theľe is an obüous prob-
lem in assuming that a composer's expressive or 'spirituaf intention will
necessarily survive its histoľical context (for more on the ranking ofin-
tentions, see chapter 3, below).

Levinson draws some support from Kendali Walton, who stresses the
importance of the listener's beliefs concerning how the music is being
produced, and how this affects the expressive content derived from the
picce.'7 ClcaĄ by this account, itmightbe possible to deceive the listeneľ
with synthesised sound and miming performers but this, for Leünson, is
not peľfoľmance in good faith. This aľgument is ccľtainly compelling:
a certain speed on one instrument is not so impressive on another, urtu-
osity plays a paľt in Handel's oboe concertos which is lost on a modeľn
oboe that can p]ay the part more easil)a Moreoveq this line ofľeasoning
could be extended to show how crucial it is to preserve this instrumental
factor in those cases where such ürtuosity is about the only aesthetic
advantage of the piece concerned. A performance which negates this
oľ any othcr pcľformance skill (as is the case with certain ćtudes) nec-
essarily ľemoves vřtually eveľythilg that is valuable about the piece.
However, Levinson obviously goes too faľ when he essentially dismrsses
entire traditions of performance, inteľpretation and insight. He comes
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close to Bilson when he suggests that, even if a modeľn clarinettist can
produce exactly the original sound Mozart would have expected in his
Thirty-ninth Symphony,

such a performance would not be expressivcly equivalent lto d4), performance
achievable on those oldeq and diffeľent, instluments' łVhat expressivencss it
would have is haĺd to say bastardy being no simpler to deď w-ith in the aesthetic
realm than in the social onc. (p. 4o7)

Obviously, Levinson, like Davies, allows that peľformance e]ements
not determined by the composeľ aĺe open to a wide degree ofvariatron'
While the work as notated is nolmally a singulaĺ entiry there aľe an infi-
nite number ofpossible perfoľmances. He also allows certain deviations
fľom 'corľectness' if these tate account of elements ofmodern practice
in a conscientious and insightful fashion. But here the cool detachment
of his modifled Platonism must, by necessity, break down into personal
prefeĺence: for instance he can allow for Glenn Gould's intelpletations
ofBach, but not for the gratuitous ones of Wendy Carlos which appeal
only to the 'dull, laąy, un racticed ljst^.;neÍ' (p s8ł) He also al]ows some

depaľtuľes from historically authentic peIfoľmance if these bring across
qualities that the unpractised (but pľesumably not dull or lazy) listener
would otherwise miss.

On the who]e though, much of Leünson's attitude to both musr-

cal works and their perfoľmance is characterised by his quotation of
'Leibniz's law': if two things differ in any respects then they are simply
not identical (p. zzz). This thus tates into account those aspects which
are not immediately (or perhaps eveľ) perceptible. Actually Levinson's
Platonism has much in common with Leibniz's famous dictum that the
predicate is necessaľily contained within any particulaľ subject; it is part
of the definition ofJulius Caesar that he should be slain by Brutus. just
as it is part of the definition of Mozaľt's clarinet concerto that it uses a
paĺticulaĺ instľument (although, ironically, the choice of instfument for
this conceľto is a paľticulaĄ contentious case)' Of course, to be truly
Leibnizian. rather than Platonist. Levinson would have to view the entrre

history ofperformance and reception as essentiď to the work (as perhaps
he shoutd), but his insistence that apparent accidentals of the creative
context aľe oťa piece with the most duĺable and recognisable aspects of
thc composition (the 'recognitional corc' to use Levi:rson's expression) is
a typically Leibnizian vierłpoint.

Lcünson's theory of 'authentic' peľformance is, I think, particu1aĺly
important in that it actually defines what lies behind many assumptions

6r
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made by'hardJinc' advocates ofhistoricistperformance (most overtly ex-
empliĺied by Bilson's comments, above). Composers, ľcpeľtoľies and spe-
cific musical woľks have an essence that is both universal and historically
conditioned, and the use ofthe correct historical instrument wi-[ facilitate
a pcďormance that is đefinitive for the music concerned. Interprctative
and creative aspects ofperformance can be allowed only after the correct
'performing definition' has been attained.

However, it is still diÍEcult to see how this can or should be bindilg as
a conception ofmusic; much car be talen only as a matter offaith and
force ofopinion. Questions concerning the status of irstrumental speci-
fications 'ask too much ofa pĺactice that is indeteľminate and complex',
to quote Lydia Goehr As she also notes, whether we believe or not in
the essentia]ity of instrumentation depends on ouľ conception of what
a work actually is.'o Furthermore, while it is clear that knowledge about
the creative context ofthe piece is going to affect the conceptions ofboth
perlormers and listeneľs alike, it is pel*ctly possible to have a pľofound
appreciation ofthe music without this backgrounđ.'9

Goehĺ ca]ls into question the entire tradition in which philosophers
such as Leünson play a major role, suggesting that the very structure
of arguments in analytic philosophy, concerned as they aľe with the
conditions ofidentĘ aľe incompatible with the objects they purport to
define:

the lurking danger remains that the theories will probably become forever dĹ
vorced from the phenomena and practices they purpoľtcďy scek to explain, as
well as from any non-philosophica1 inteÍest u.e have in those phenomena. The
pĺoblem with the search for identity conditions ľesides just at this point, thcn,
in the incompatibility betwccn thc thcorctical demands of identity conditions
and the phenomena to be accounted foĹ (Goehr, The Imaginary Museum, p' 86)

Not only does theoretical abstraction have little point if it is entirely
divorced from musical practice, or if it is not clear as to what aspect of
musical practice it refers, but dre musical practice itselfcannot be uncler-
stood without an awareness of the complexities of history. Ontological
arbitration alone cannot answer definitively questions relating to woľKs,
transcľiptions, versions and performance (p. 6o).

In Goehr's account, no anďyic theory adequately accounts for the
historical boundaľy of the music that it concerns; here she is peľhaps
ľather unĺäir to Levinson who repeateďy stresses that his theory is to be
applied only to music since r75o. Nevertheless, he does not show how the
work-concept is itself dependent on an historica] viełpoint. According
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to Goehľ it is an 'open conccpt', allowing for the subtraction oľ addition
ofdefining chaľacteristics provided that its continuity is assured ancl that
it is consistently recognisable over its period ofopeľation. open concepts
aľe thus ' "signposts'' facilitating language use' (p' 93). The work concePt
is also a 'regulative' concept, one that defines certain normative and
interľelating practice s that are implie d when we talk of musical works
(pp. ro2 3).

Goehr seeks to show how the many stľands constituting the Work
concept came togcther around IBoo, so that it is to be basically asso-

ciated with Romantic aesthetics of music. While many of thcse strands
are present befif,re that date (thus certain pieces and composers show a
supelficial affiniq' with pieccs and composeľs from the peľiod in which
the Woľk concept was opeĺative), in the strictest sense works do not ex-

ist before IBoo, only pieces of music. In some ways, Goehľ's study is
less satisfactory in dealing with the status of music before IBoo than m
defining the woľk concept and its operation after this date. She tends
to homogenise the considcľable histoľy ofwestern music up to the end
ofthe eighteenth ccntury and give short shriIt to eaľlier swings towards
and away from a work concept. Indeed, the move towards the pľofiled
comPoseI and the perfection of irrdividuď works (as was happening in
the fourteenth and ĺifteenth centuries) if not befoĺe) is pľecisely that
character which Reinhaľd Strohm considers essential for the European
tradition."o It r,vould thus be lalse to suggest that the western tendency to
abstract art from its context and function, tľeating it as ifit were a woľld
in itsel! is just a nineteenth-century invention."' What is unique to this
later conccption Goehr's'work concept' are the specific social, aes-

thetic and analytic practices attached to music, ones that resonate with
earlier 'work concepts' but which do not necessarily constitute a more
refined, perfected veľsion ofa consistent concept. As Goehr later uTites,

the lact that the origins of the woľk Concept can often individually be
traced back to earlier pcriods does not mean that the fully fledged con-
cept emerged then; irdeed, they become origins only in rebospect after

the conccpt becomes opeľative."" one essential distinction may lie in
Karol Berger's suggestion that a clearer diüsion oflabour between com-
poser and peďormer developed in post-Beethovenian music."3 Goehr's
study is extremely successful in showing how modeľn analytic theoľics
of music are all beholden to the work concept, in the guise in which it
arose at the end of the eighteenth century and thus tend to apply only
to values and repertoIies of the nineteenth centuľy and a litde beyond.
In all, Goehľ's study would suggest that thc very notion ofdefining HIP
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in terms of the intrinsic essence of musicď woľks is doomed to failure
on theoretical grounds, however much, and howeveľ usefully, it might
define certain beLiefs today concerning the relation between pieces of
music and its oľiginal peľfoľming context.

Levinson's'modińed Platonism' is a]so problematic epistemologically:
givcn that there is no certainty as to whetheľ we have ever cľeated the
actual sound of original performances, we having nothing other than
histońcal conjecture as a means of deteľmining what the correct Sound
should be. The concept ofPlatonic forms ofperfection is at least plausi-
ble in cases where we have seveľal authentic examples to compare and
experience, such as cars and lumps o{'cheese, but in the case ofHIP we
have only one conjecture to pit against another Furthermore, were we
to hit upon exactly tłre 'right' historicď per{ormaĺce ofa piece of music
lve would never be able to know it as such; itwould not conveniently leap
out at us leaüng al] the otheľ attempts in the dust. In shoľt, the 'modĹ
fied' Platonist historical perlormance is by necessity both impossible to
achieve and impossible to recognise and therefore it is difficult to know
what practical purpose it could possibly serwe. So where does this leave
the actuď practice ofHIĘ to the extent that it ľests on certain theoľetical
assumptions that do not hold up under scrutiny?

Before suggesting y/ays in which HIP might actually be beneficial to
our practice, particulaĄ in regard to how We define and use musical
woľks, one specific objection to HIP needs to be addľessed. Intuitively
it might seem that instruments have an obüous and immediate effect
on both the sound ofthe music and the perfoľmeľ'S attitude. Howeveľ,
Richard Taruskin, in attending paľticulaĄ to the implications for tempo
in 'traditional' and 'historical' performances ofBeethoven's Ninth Sym-
phony, observes that the old instruments, by themselves, do not create
faster tempi, and indeed that Furtwängleľ's supposed sloweľ appľoach
oÍien pľoduces tempi Íäster than Norrington's with period instruments.
In exasperation, he implores:

So please, let there be no more uninformed, deterministic talk about period
instlumenĹs and their magica1 power to make a performance all by themselves.
Such talk is cvasive and simplistic at best, destructivc of a.lljudgcmcnt and values
at worst.'4

Even more devastating for the case foľ 'instrumental essentialism' are
the changes in HIP sonorities which many have observed during the
l99os (see p. 4l above)' While this does not exacdy repľesent a return to
the sound of 'mainstľeam' peďormance, it at least shows that the sound
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pľoduced on early instľuments is paľtly a matter ofchoice' Anotheľ rssue
to take into account here is the fact that by the r99os there were more
capable players on the 'period' instn-rments, players who had hađ moľe
time to master the techniques required to ma-ke the instruments sound
wcll (a process that would inevitably take a long time in the case of a
reinvented tradition).

At the very least then, ifinstruments are to have any crucial normative
value, as Bilson suggests, they can onlyhave this ifcoupledwith the'righť
kind ofplayer and peľformance. Yet ifplayers seem to have discovered
the art of ďchemy and cal (within reason) make ar-ly instľument sound
as they choose, the value of ilstruments seems to fall well below that of
players. Does this then take us back to the squaľe one of KĘ's strict
Platonism, for r,vhich the sound structure, or Levilson's 'core', is the
only impoftant factor of the woľk, while ever}thing else is a matter of
contingent, historical interpľetation?

The answer to all these issues is perhaps to take the aľgument outside
the question of definitions and beyond moral absolutes that require us
to opt for the 'instruments' on the one side, the 'players' on the orneľ,
or to ground the ontology of musical woľks in peľfoĺmance on the one
hand or timeless Platonic forms on the other. For a staľt, instľuments
do make sclme difference, whether foľ a player more used to another

Ępe or foľ one who has a numbeľ of instrumental choices to hand.
But this usually has little to do with actual historical accuracy, since it is
cleaĄ impossible to duplicate the kinaesthetic expericnccs and aesthetic
attitudes of the original players for any particular ľepertory \Ą/hat is
significant is the fact that the instľuments do alert the player to historical
difference. Different Versions of a particu1aĺ instrument or family will
force the player to rethink his techniques and interpretative capabilĘ
and thus the repertory will have to be seen in a new light.

In this respect, Adoľno had it back to front when he suggested that
historical performance undermined the essential distance with which
we must ľelate to the past''?s Rather than leading uS to impersonate the
practices oť a past age as if they were ouľ ol,1r'n, HIP more often leads
us to appreciate a difference that we would not otherwise have noticed.
To tałe a leaf out of Levinson's book. even if the historicist Deľforllrcl'
eventually produces exactly the same sound and style that he wou]đ
have achieved with 'modern' instruments, the fact that he has had to go
through technical hoops to achieve ĺ_lris will mean there is a ďÍIerence
in his expeńence of what he produces, something which may make hiĺn
consideľ the issues involved in moľe detail.

vJ
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Inđeed many historicist per{ormers have realised that novelty - rather
than a rerurn ro original and'berrer'practice is one ofih" main
things they have to oĺIer.2b In ceľtain cases of music that was Specifi-
cally progressive for its time, the use of hitherto unfami]iaľ instruments
and perfoľmance Practices might repľoduce something oť the sense of
shock and suľprise that the first pcrformances .ngenđered. Ironically
then, the supposcd introduction ofan old practice will create a new ex,
peľience in keeping with the composer's ulterioľ intentions, even thoueh
the origina1 audience would have experienced the noveltv in ouite a dł-
ferent manneĺ Randall Dipert usefully makes a similaľ poini when he
obseruĺ.s how shocking lhe ncw c]arinel'musl have sound"d in cc.lain
woľks by G]uck."7 Howcver, he does not makc the inference that the
reintroduction ofan oll clarinet today might have a similar eíIect'

Evidently the time will come - indeed it has come for certain iĺrsrru-
ments, such as the harpsichord when ,old, instruments will no lonecr
sound 'new'. However, the nct result is a much greateľ variety of per-
I'oľming sĘles and sounds. our ability to appreciate a plura1iry of siyles
is perhaps one of the greatest advantages oí our pľesent condition,"8
something which scems to negate those views which claim we at.e un-
ab]e to appreciate earlieľ stylistic nuances. Young, for instance, evoking
\r'ŕittgenstein's famous example of a picture that appeaľs as a duck to
some, as a rabbit to others, insists that the historical prog.ress ofwcsrel'ĺr
music is such that we can no longer apprcciate that ihiľás in Mediaeval
music are dissonant, or the siglińcance ofdissonancc in tonal repeľtorrcs,
bccause we are used to atonal music.,9 This nrns totaliy in tńe face of
ouľ ability to make sýistic distinctions, to heal the shock of dissolrirrrce
in one sýe as the norm in another; there is evidenĄ somethilg equlv-
alent heľe to our ability to understand more than one verbď linguage
(see p. zB above).

- Young extends his argument to include musical connotation and sľĺt-
bolism:.we don't hear trrrmpet flourishes as trumpets of the Sun King
we don't hear passages for oboe or flute as being rustic,

of course, ĺ'c can and do learn rhat period listeners hear<l ccrtain sounds as
rusüc or rcgal' But it is onc thing to }ĺrow that others heard them thus and quire
anothď Lo hear l-hem so ourselvcs.

However, whi]e we must allo\'v that We can never duplicate thĆ cxpę-
riences ofearlier listeners, Young misscs an important poiĺt concerĺrrrrg
the way listeners react to style and syĺnbolism. Ali these conventions
needed to be lcarned by the first listeners just as they aľe by those oÍ
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|he present peľiod listeners were not boľn with conceptions ofthe Sun
King or the rustic muse. In both the original and modern instances,
the rylĺrbolism is lcarned in the same way as any language or conven-
tion. While we could never relate to this in the same way as the original
artists, we at least have a privilege of a plurality that was unavailable
to them.

So farthen, thevalue ofinstrumcnts andperforming styles would seem
to lie in specificďly contempoIary needs rather than in considerations
of eternal musical truth or essence. Does this imply that theľe rs no
means of pľoving whether or not an historical performance is better
tha:r a mainstream one? Heľe again, the conflict shou]d not be one of
absolutes. To aÍErm that historical peďormances are) by nature, betteľ
runs in the lace of contemporary practice and evaluation within the
world of performance. on the other hand, to aÍfirm that the choice of
instruments (and performing styles) is of no importance is to come ne aĺ
to retuľning to the 'pure' Platonist view ofworks as fixed etcľnal entities,
unaÍľected by the contingencies of performance.

one particulaĄ insidious consequence ofthe latteľ Ępc ofthinking
is that entire repertories of music can be devalued. Most music of the
French Baroque, for instance, entiľely fails when peľformed in the stan-
dard 'mainstream' fashion' We cannot know whether any histoľica1ly
based performances today appľoach the originals, we can only observe
the moľe-or-less uncontroversial fact that those that attempt to do so
are immeasurably more successful in rendering the music valuable than
those that do not. It may indeed be the case here that the performance
practice is linłed paÍticularly sbongly to the identity and quality ofthe
music. But what may be even more crucial is the fact that the perform-
ers concerned have given exhaustive attention to the repertory at hand.
Their greater absorption of both sĘle and perlormance practices may
give their performance an intensity and level ofcommitment that prevail-
ing 'mainstream' traditions could simply not achieve. Stan Godloütch
suggests that HIP should aim lor a'thick'reading of'authenticity', one
that makes no brash claims or ľouses no pretentious expectations' The
culture simply cultivates more practicď knowledge oÍ the past, arousing
cuńosity and giving the opportunity to develop new ski11s'3o In all, this
seems to paľallcl Nictzschc's contention that history is useful insofar as
it serves the purposes of Life.

It might seem reasonable, then, to admit that theľe can really be no
hard-and-fast rule regarding the relation between insfument, player and
music; every piece and every ľepertory should perhaps be considered on
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a case-by-case basis. Sometimcs the music and peľformance exist in a

s;.rnbiotic relationship, in that the music simply doesn't make sense with-
out something approaching the oľiginal peĺformance medium (perhaps
because it was the perforľnance, rather than the abstract 'sound stľucture',
that crucially identifled the music in the fiĺst place). At other times the
ľelationship might be far less important'

Whi'le onc has a perfect right to 'pľefer' what one takes to be the oľigi
nal sound, and one has a ľight to aĺgue that this can plesent the music in
a betteľ light, this does not mean that the music is thus eternally defined
by its original sound, given that the definition of musical works them-
se]ves is a-lso a matter of contingent, human practice. Adoľno suggests

that theľe is little point in ľeconstructing the instľumental sound ofthe
Baľoque sirrce the concept ofthe 'cleaĄ aut}entic composition'was not
yet established.3' By this hc mearrs that composers used whatever was

to hand, in a world of anaĺchic, pluralistic instrument building; Bach
Was more content to specĘ no instrumentation in his late contrapun-
tal works as if to show the inadequacy of the instrumentarium of the

day. Morcover, the very principle ofthe thorough-bass and the freedom
it implied shows that nothing was fixed in sound. Yet it is clear that
Adorno is speaking ofinstľumcntation in the ninetecnth-century sense _
as something stľucturally necessaľy: the instruments ofthe Baľoque were
indeed not so central to the identity of the music as the valve-horn or
clarinet family became in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Thus,
insofar as HIP performers might share this same attitude translerľing
nineteenth-century concepts of instľumental speciĺicity to earlieľ reper-
tories - Adorno's critique is absolutely correct. But what he refused to
countenaĺce was the notion ofthe definition of music as lying as much
in its perlormance as in its abstľact 'workhood'. In other woľds, the vari-
ability suggested by thoľough-bass practice is not so much evidence of
a weak approximation to the fully ľationďised, determined work, rather
it reflects an alternative mode of musical being. HIĘ aS a concept, thus

enables us to bľeak away from the modernist impeľative to condemn
Baľoque music either to abstľact woľkhood (i.c. the 'best' music) or to
the dumpirrg-gľound of inleńor music, baľely woľth entombing in the

archives' The ilstĺumentation and peĺformance is cruciď not in reveal-
ing something structuľally essential about the music but in suggesting
to us how the surviving music emerged from a vaľiable practice ofper-
formance which, in turn, conditioneđ the way the music r,vas notatcd in
the fiĺst place' \ľe should perhaps follow Shai Bursqm in conceiviĺg of
works with a 'softer' ontologica-l nature than is traditionally implied by
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the work concept.3'? Not only does HIP sugge st that some earlier music is
bettel understood in tcrms oťełzzllhan abstract uark (a point that Goehr
strongly stľesses) but it helps us focus on the role peľfoľmance plays il
defining all works. Even pieces which are strongly associated with the
ahistorical, work-based view of music histoľy are profoundly influenced
by their performance history and, ifJosé A. Bowen is correct, the 'study
ofthe perfoľmance tradition ofa musiczů work zs the study ofthe musical
woľk''33

A knowledgc ofthe historical context and the parameteľs ofthe oĺig-
inal peľfoľmance is somctimes the best means we have of realising a

specific chaľacter or sýe in music that seems 'unfinished' or that does
not Seem to stand 'stĺucturally' on its own. HIP thus actually proĺlllces
(however contentiouslý a stylistic identity that lateľ woľks would have by
vřtue oftheir moľe individuated sound Structures. This again suggests
that we should not ľely on an a pńoń sepaľation of woĺk and peľfor-
mance. The fact that a style ofpeďormance can complctely translorm
the affect or another aspect of a work cannot simply be dismissed as mrs-
intelpretation of a stable original, cspecially il performance (whetl-leľ

assumed to be variable or fixed from one occasion to another) played
an important ľo]e in the way the music came to be written in the first
place.

The more recent arľival of HIP in interpľeting music fľom the era
of 'the work concept' (i.e. after r8oo, to borrow Goehr's definition) has
gone some way towards bringing thc human elements of production
back into play, often 'domesticating' works with mundane facts about
their first peľformances' Iollowing Taľuskin, we might concede that this
is harďy an ideal direction for PeľfolmancepeĺJl to take. The notion that
the amateur natuľe ofthe fiĺst peĺformances ofBeethoven s1'rĺlphonies
should always be recaptured in contemporary performance is haĺďy
going to resu1t in pelfoľmances that leveal new depths ofhuman experi-
ence. Neveľtheless, it does force us to take a stand on the ľelevancy oÍ'the
Work concept, its histoľical development and application, a Stand that
we might not otherwise have taken. Bcethoven was indeed writingpie ces

[hat were soon to be seen as 'works' (and perhaps he even intended them
as such) although they weĺe still perfoľmcd by players who üewed them
aS 'yet moIe pieces'. By witncssing a:r appaĺendy 'amateur' perÍ'ormance
ofa Beethoven s;.łĺlphony we can leaľn how P]atonism anđ otheľ essen-
tiaList attitudes to pieces of music are not only historically contingent but
also absolutely vita-l foľ the productive reception of ceľtain repertoľies.
Thus, if we aľe to take the implications of HIP seriously, it should help us
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recover elements ofthe 'woľk concept' for ľepeľtories for Which it might
be appropriate. As Leo Treitleľ has suggested'the "work'' concept has a
history that is at least a thread in one ofthe central plot-lines ofwestern
music history; it cannot sensibly be taken as a premise lor that history'.34
The time is surely neaľ when somethilg of the aesthetic tradition oĺ'dre
nineteenth century is itself ripe for a form ofrestoľation.

Another way of addressing the issue of how essential original instru-
ments and per{orming practices are to the identity oľ 'meaning' of musrc
is to see it as a paľallel to the role of etyĺnoloev in linguistics. The con-
nection r,vith eq.nology seems particulaĄ appropriate in the light of
frequendy heard Comments such as 'But, how did this music oľiginally

[i.e. correctly] sound?', analogous to the question 'But, what did this
word oĺiginally [i.e' correctly] mean?' The pĺimacy of etyrĺlology was
dealt fatal blows by Darwinism in the nineteenth century and, specif-
ically by Ferdinand de Saussuľe's scĺrllĺa) Cĺ'lurse'in Genertłl Lngui:tiĺs
19o6 II. This was the fountain-head for the stľuctuľalists' pľeĺěrence
foľ thc s1nchronic over the diachronic' Saussuľe was the first to a1nľm
that synchronic language study (i.e. study ofhow a language works across
the board at any one time, ratlrer than in its historical development) was
essential if one wished to understand the practice and knowledge oĺ' a
specific speaker and community, for whom the history ofthe languagc is
normally řrelevant.3s As Derck Attridge aÍ}iĺms, the view that eĘłnol-
ogy ľeveals 'authentic meanings' rests on a contradiction dlat historicist
peľformeľs should wel1 note:

Although it flirts with history it's a deeply anti-historical attitude, replacing thc
social and historica.l dctermination of meaning (operating upon the arbitrary
sign) by a transcendent 'true' mcaning.Just as some literary theorists cling to the
notion ofauthcntic meaning foŕ a text, Irotbccausc this notion is consistentwiŁh
itselfor with the facts ofliterary history but because they assume that to give it
up is to inüte unbńďed relativism (and perhaps even revolution), so Lhcrc's a
common assumption that every word must have its authentic meaning, or else
meaning could not exist at all. (Attridge, 'Language as History', p. t88)

Obviously the direct association of musical works wil1l words is
problematic given that musical 'meaning' is hardly reduciblc to ver-
bal meaning.sb Fuľthermore, the meanirrgs of musical works cannot be
aľbitľary in the same sense as indiüdual words, since they aľe inten-
tionďly created by historical subjects who, in effect, create both new
woľks and their fiĺst meanings in one act. Nevertheless, Attridge's ob-
servation ofthe 'ahistoricism' in the seaľch for authentic meanins could
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also be applied to the Platonist interpľetation ofhistoľicist perĺicrmance,
in which a supposed historical situation is rendered eternally binding
'Historically informed peďoľmance' under this definition is actually a
profound misnomer To be most thoroughly historicist (in the sense of
being true to thc origiral meaning and circumstances) one would havc

to acknowledge that no historical situation is exactly ĺepeatablc.
Yet many thcorists, not least Saussure himseĘ do turn to eĹymology

on occasions; indeed it is a temptation that few seem to avoid. It is
most success|ully employed when it is no longeĺ viewed as something
scienti'Ec and logical, when it has more to do with ľhetoric and the po-
etic or creative aspect of writing Correctness is not the issue as such,

more whethcľ we can makc an imaginative, persuasive and cre ative use

of the past to change the present' Moreoveľ, there is no ľeason why
we should have to mal<e a choice between the synchronic and the di-
achronic; the latter and the beliefs we may hold about it - can, and do,

become an aspect of the foľmer History can be a very reď paľt ofouľ
present concerns Without necessarily ľeplacirrg them.37 one of the rea-

sons why the issue ofthe histoľical circumstances ofperformance became

an issue in the first place may have been the stagnation of the received

traditions.
It is thus in the ability to changc the present in a convincing and

imaginative way that HIP may have its gleatest sľength. Those who
(correctĘ aíEľm that we can come to like 'the originalway' ofpeľfoľmiĺg
a piece of music, even ir it's diÍficult initially, must come to telms with
the lact we are capable of 'coming to like' many things if we believe
in them Íbr long enough. In other words, it doesn't Seem to matter if
our etymology is 'authentic', simply false or 'folk eĘ'ĺnology'' It ls rn
our wholehearted dialogue with the past to the extent that it sulvives
in the plesent and our ability to makc it into a convincing stoľy (i.e.

performance) that we make the most productivc use of history.

This sense of'feedback' between past and present is a useful way of
avoiding the old diachronic./synchronic dichotomy It may also explain
r,vhat has been successful in the enteľpľise of HIP as well as pointing
to\,,/ards the manner in which it could develop. This model shares some-
thing with the semiology ofmusic whichJeanJacques Nattiez developed
from Jean Molino in r,vhich the meaning and significance of a musicď
work is located in the fluX between the creative background ofthe woľk
(the 'poietic' process), the surviving trace and the history ofits reccption
(ĺlre 'esthesic' pľocess). Many of Nattiez's complex developments of this

model show how our perception of the poietic pľocess is inter{olded
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our reception of a woľk in per{ormance' In the case of Wagner,s

Hi:tĺrical pelÍormance and 'tľuth ĺo the uork'

This pattern of appropľiating history for non-historicď ends, which
are themselves thereby destabilised, is captured with ľemarkable percep-
tiveness in Hermann Hesse's modernist allegory of r943, The Gkss Bead
Game. Here, in the future state of Catalania, earlymusic andpeďoľmance
on ancient instruments become a cruciď component oĺ'generď educa-
tion, purging tradition oĹexcessively peľsonal Romantic tľaces and help-
ing to engendeľ a stable, uncľeative and ascetic socieryauJoseph Knecht,
the protagonist who rises to be Grandmaster ofthe esoteľic Glass Bead
Game, finds that it is precisely his awareness of history (presumably in-
formed by his eaĄ training in historica-l instruments and performance)
that causes him to sce the contingency of the Order and ultimately to
take the heľeticďly individualist step ofresigning only'by ľeturning to
the wider world would he be able to lvork more eÍIectively towards pre-
venting the decline of an oĺdeľ complacendy regarded as inviolable by
its members. only from a standpoint outside the cultuľe would he gain
the necessary insight into how it must change and develop in order to
adapt itself to the relentlessness of histoľ;ł Might this not then suggest
some of the ways in which HIP could relate to the wider culture of west-
eľn music? Can it not act in the manneľ of Nietzsche's critical history
ultimately presewing the cultuľe by cďling some of its most cherished
conceots into ouestion?

To interPrct Ĺhe work's meaning we must letuŤn to Feuerbach and Schopen-
haueľ ' . . Wagneq occupfng an esthesic position in rclation to thcm, read them
in a cer|ain fashion; wc, in turn, understand the t\Ąro texts according to our
own personal bias, and furthermore we can suggest an interpretation ofboth
informed by Wagner's ĺndeĺstarĺđing oftheir works. Firrally the spectatorjudges
Chôreau's andBoulez's work relative to his oĺ hcr knowledge of\łagner and the
Ring, and relaiae ta the idm that he or shł hasforned of both ' . .What' in e{Iect, is a1łdg-
ma?l about the fidelity ofthis or that pcrformance? It is thejuxtaposition oione
nleŕpretaťi1n (tl\e spectatoŤ-listene['s intelpretation of thc musical pcrformance
and misc_en-scěnc)with arrot].rer inteľpkt7ä'o, (that samc spectatoJsŁeneŤ s sup-
positions about the true Wagr-rer, or the essence of the _l?z4g).38

The cľucial significance of the level of ľeception in defiĺiing musical
woľks and performances is suggested by this semlotic approach: we learn
that it is basically impossible for us to conceive of music in the absLracr,
untouched by human awaľeness'

Goehr concludes her remarks concernins historical performance on
a remaľkably positive note:

More than any oĹhcr movement currently existing within the European tra-
dition of classicď music, the eaĄ music movement is per{ectly posiiioned to
present itselfnot only as a 'diĺIerent way ofthinking about music', bu| also as an
alternative to a performance practice govcrned by thc work-concept. By posĹ
tioning itself as a viable and dynamic alternative, even as a challengé to anódrer
practice, it is able to scŤve as a constant and living remindcr to all musicians that
rhę Weľklrale ideal ca-r-l be delimited in scope . . . It keeps our eycs open to the
possibilĘ ofproducing music in new ways undcr the regulation ofnew idea]s'
It keeps our eyes open to the inherently cľitical anđ reüsable nature of our
regulative concePts. Most importantly it hĄs us oveŤcome that deep-rooted
desire to hold the most dangerous ofbeliefs, thet we have ar any tima got our
pŕactices absolutely right.39

As Goehr heľself notes, many practitioners of historicist perfoľmance
are too closely wedded to the concept of Werktreue, somethine which still
begs a satisfactoľy defence and, incidcntally can engendeľ a piactice that
is both ľepressive and musically unimaginative. Howeveq it is unlikely
that the idea of HIP would have got offthe ground without the notron
oí the essentiality oť musical works iĺ the first place. Iľonically, it has
ďso been significant in its own turn by enabling us to challenge this
hegemony, acting aS a litmus test for ouľ own concepts ofmusic, history
and the relation of composition to performance.
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contingent age. This conception has a much longeľ pedigree than the

positiüst position (of which Stevens's is a virtual caľicature). It has rts

ľoots in the very concept of subjectivity which arose in the seventeenth
Century and car]le to be ürtually ry.non1łĺrous with Romanticism in the
nineteenth century" Thus, just as I have aľgued that HIP gained much
of its eaĄ presĘe by capitaLising on an existing concept oť Werktreue,

Laurence Dľey{us notes that the appeal to objective histoľical intentions
li|ewise relied on the pľe-existing respcct for composers' intentions: 'The
great paradigm shift towaĺd histoľical performance aĺrived therefore not
as the imposition ofa new stľuctural metaphoľ for musical performance
but rather as a remaľkably clever annexation of traditional territory,
albeit with a new appeal to authority.'3

Both tľaditions of this belief in thc 'intentional imperative' are cha]-

lenged by Richard Taĺuskin' To him, reliance on intentions rests on a
Í'allacy:

We cannoL know intenĹions, fol many leasons or Íathcl \,ve cannoL know we
know them. Composers do not a-lways exPress them. If they do express tiem,
they may do so disingcnuously. Or thcy maybe honesdy mistaken, owing to the
passage of time or a not neccssaľily consciously experienced change oftaŚtc.4

Here he cites Some striking examples, particulaÍly the extraoĺdinary
variability of StraünsĘ's own recoľdings of rhe Ritę of Spn?ug, so iľonic for
a composerwho devalued peďormer choice and vaĺiabiliĘ Moreoveq to

Taruskin, a reliance on composers' intentions weakens the peľformer's
own artistic resolve, bespeaking'a failure ofnerve, not to say an inĺäntile
dependency' (TćXt and Act'p' gB)'

Peter Kir'ry questions Taruskin's oveĄ sceptical attitude towards in-
tention by suggesting he is simply'placing on "knoď' the burđen of
ce?tain )' ,5 which would drus invalidate virtually any histoľical or em-
piľical inquiry. Indeed, we woĺk on 'justified true belicf' eveľy day of
our lives. Anecdotal evidence suggesting that some composers had ei-
ther few specific ideas or contľadictory ones about the performance of
their works does not prove that composers never had strong intentions
ľegarding peďoľmance. Ký uľges that we critically appraise each inclĹ
vidual case rather than being radically sceptical about intention across

the board.
He suggests that the term 'intention' might cover quite a wide range of

wishes and instructions that come from a composer, flirting with the idea
ofrestricting intention propeľ to that which has the force of a command
(p. Iz). Many ofthe composeľ's expressed wishes may not be intentions m
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clmpĺser' : rehabihitating intenťion

Peĺformance ma1practice . . . is not pelmissible, nor in the ĺemotcst
degree forgivable. . . when tolerated or fostered by radio and tele-
vision corporations, record companies, and concert-giving bod-
ies . . .Ifthere is to bc rh1'rne or reason in musical petformances, ít
is essential that they should reflect, as nearly as possible, the inten-
tions ofthe composcĹ \Ął1at thesc intentions wcrc, and the corrcct
way to intelplet them, arc as much the pľovince ofthc pĺofessional
musicologist as microphone Placement and tape-ęditing alc the
concern of the professional sound cngineeĺ Whcn pľoper advicc
and inteŤpletation are ignored, chaos results'

Denis Stcvcns, IgTz'

For many peľformers thľoughout the twentieth century it has been se]ĺ:

evident that one's foremost priority in the theory and pľactice ofperfoľ-
mance should be to follow the composer's intentions. Those who espouse

the conccpt of HIP often beLieve that this can be achieved by finding out
as precisely as possible what the composer desired and expected of his

peľformeľs, an attitude that has bcen ubiquitous since the Ig5os. Denis
Stevens (above) articulates the common conception that it is the musicol-
ogist'S task to discern'the Íäcts'and then pass these on to the obedient
performer In thc same passage he asserts that this is the only responsible
policy lor the media pľomotine perfoľmance, who have a duty to provide
the public with 'entertainment or instruction ofthe finestpossible qualiry
born of the best possiblc brains'. Discernilg the composeĺ's intentions
is thus cvidence ofan active and finely honed intellect. Anlthing else rs,

we might irrfeľ, brain1ess (appealing merely to the heaľt, perhaps?) and
wiĺ encouľage a slackening in thc public's experience of music.

on the otheľ hand, those who adheľe to 'mainstream' va]ue s in per-

formance often believe that the composer's intentions lie ľather il the

metaphysical and emotional implications of the musical work, following
a sense ofthe composer's eternal spirituďity ľather than the letter ofhis

7+
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to the possibility that Bach would have wanted modern performance
forces hađ he known about them and had they been available:

Bach's actual wishes and inLentions . . . like anyone else's actual wishes and in-
tcnLions concerning arything whatevet are determincd not merely by what
they implicitly or explicitly convcy, relative to the circumstances in which thcy
actually find themselves, but by lĺ'hat they would cxplicitly or implicidy convey
concerning their wishes and intęntions in other possible circumstances. (p' 36)

The logical clarĘ of this argument belies some cľucial assumptions:
namely, that Bach, weľe he alive today wou]d sti]l be a composer (and
not - like William an aviator), that, if he were still a composerr he
would stil] be concerned with the works he wĺote over 25o years ago,
and that, weľe he to be impressed by the possibilities afforded by modern
instruments, he woulđ still be writing oľ per{orming the same kind of
music. Kiły's aľgument thus ľe]ies on an almost religious belief in the
consistency of human personality and genius over the centuries, that
works have a transhistoľical ontology, and, most importantly, that the
composeľ would believe this in whatever time -zonc he happens to appeaĹ
Itis difficult enough to assume the consistency ofa composer's personality
during his lifetime; indeed, when Schumann came to ľeüse his eaÜ
piano music, there is a real pathological sense in which he was a'diffeľent'
peľson.7 I would certafir1y not Condemn the pľacticc of playing Bach
on modern instruments, but only suggest that it is unwise to consider
hlpotheses regarding a composer's transhistorical intentions as any part
of arr aľgument in its ävouľ.

Rogeľ Scrrrton makes the same assumption as KĘ in terms of 'an
ongoing dialogue between composeľ and perfoľmer, a dialogue across
generations'. This metaphoľ makes s eĺse'insofar as lhe campaser can be inferred

from the nraiłĄ mzrz7 (al 'implied composeľ' as it were), but in referring
to the composer's actual persona it can only imply a timeless subjec-
tiüry Scľuton also perceptively adds our orł.n ľelation to transhistolica]
Bach's intentions - i.e. what would he have liked m to use lor his fugues:
'a reproduction harpsichord, or . . . the Steinway grand to which we are
accustomed, and which is, for us, the medium through which Beethoven,
Chopin, and Bartók also małe their way to our ears?'o

The assumption that most people will have wishes for future gen-
erations makes sense up to the point at which Scruton states '\4/e are
accustome d' to the piano. What he means is that lłĺ is accustomed to
the piano, and that he has nothing to say to those of us who might now
be more accustomed to the harosichord. To force us back to the'noľm'

the sense oť commąnl_' but suggestions oPen to the peďormer,s judgement
(p' 3I); indeed, following allforms ofinstľuction as ifthey were commands
may go against the spirit ofthe composer,s higher-level intentions.

Ký uses Randa-ll R. Dipeľt's critique of compositional intention as
the basis ofhis argument. Dipert distirguishes three leyels ofirtention:
lowJevel htentions include such factors as the qpe of instruments, fin-
gering ctc;middle-level intentions are those conceľnedwith the intenđed
sound (temperament, timbľe, attack, pitch, and vibrato); hiehłevel in-
tentions - those which he privilcges, though not unconditionally relate
to the eÍĺects that the composer intends to produce in the listener. Some
ol'thcse latter may be specifrc purposes that a composel had in wĺiting: to
entertain, inspire or to move an audience. To these, allloweľ intentions
aĺe subservient. Diper1 furtheľ aÍńrms that lor,v-level intentions are not
the automatic and sole progenitor ofthe midďe-level since, for example,
a s}Tlthesiseľ could technically produce the coľrect sound and attack'
thus fulfiIling the composeľ's midďeJevel intentions, but not the low-
level ones. Much of Dipert's conclusion pľoüdes a useful rule of thumb
foĺ the discussion oťintentionďity: we have no moľe moral oblisation to
Mozaľt than we have to Napoleon, wc don't necessarily want to recleate
a historical enüronment, nor can We become historical listeners; and
finally, only'geneľaĺj speaking we are likely to perfoĺm a piece of gľeater
aesthetic merit ifwe Íbllow the composer's intentions than if we dó not'.6

Following Dipert, Kir,y concludes that although we can never reaĘ
be certain about the order of a composer's wishes and intentions, the
'mapping ofhigh-order, aesthetic wishes and intentions is part of. .. an
inter1ľenlion oť the nusic' (Kily, Authenhciĺiu, p. 45)' What ii particu1aĄ
usefulhere is tl.re admonition that followirs intentions cunnot b. arro,r".
ofblind obedience but involves interJľeg1qo1L and a! undśrstanding of
the contcxt in which theywere elpre''ea' ł"od-'eiirnpó.ĺo.'i áoďr'"tlor'
is that a composer's peľforming intentions are not to bé confusedwith the
mealin3s ofhis text, with what he had 'to say' (pp. ,ss ł), a conÍirsion
which might often account foľ the moral fervour that Kiw oeľceives in
t-he H lP mot emcnt.

Wheľe KĘ's argument goes awry, in my opinion, is when he dĺaws the
hypotheticď case of William the haĺness maker who, by the possibilities
afforded by the eighteenth century could nor possibly havc wished to
become an aviator; 'But it does make sense to ask whether. weľe he
alive roday. William would wanr ro be an aviaror; and if rhe answer rs
a_mrmative, then that iĺ what he really wants, whereas harness makrng rs
not' (pp. 34 5). one hardly need ľead on to guess where this is leadins:
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ofthe piano will no longer guarantee authenticity foľ us harpsichordists,
any more than ourfoľcinghimto listen to the harpsichord will do forhim.
To wish HIP out of existence fa]ls into the same trap as those pioneeľs
oĺ'the movement who believed they could use historicď reconstruction
to escape the preconceptions of the present.

Wc can certain1y learn from the implications of KĘ\ conclusion
(Ki.ry, p. +s), that we should undeľStanđ intentions re]ative to the con-
ditions pertaining today, to avoid the absurdity ofexecuting Napoleon's
design Íč'r unĘing Europe by ľestaging the battle of Waterloo in oľiginal
costumes (although this would be an eccentĺic choice of battles for this
particulaľ puľpose, to say the least!). But is there not something equally
absurd or disturbing - about considering Napoleon's gľand design as
remotely lelevant to thePľesent conďtion ofEurope? There is something
crucially distinct bet\'Veen executing today a political plan íľom r815 and
playing a symphony from that yeaľ' This aľgument therefore doesn't
really invalidate the assumption that the period instÍuments were paľt
of a composer's intention for per{ormance. Moreover, only toÍuously
can we avoid the fact that histoľic instruments aľe a significant paľt of
ouľ performir-rg culture today, that they are part of a practice far more
acceptable and eĺIective than Napoleon's higher intentions, weapotrry
or costumes.

In all, we can greatly benefit from the critical attitude towards inten-
tion that is proposed by Taruskin and Kir,1ĺ But the whole concept of
HIP brings up the issue of intentionalĘ in a way that it has neveľ been
formulated before' It encoulagrs us to rethinł our customary sense of
the relationship between composeq work and performer. Most in4ror-
tanĺ]y, it is an awareness of intcntion that helps us discoveľ the human
pľesence in composition, it can woľk as an antidote to the attitude of
seeing musical works purely in formal terms.e As Aaron Copland put
it: 'Examhing a music manuscľipt, inevitably I sense the man behind
the notes. The fascination ofa composer's notation is the fascination of
human personaliry"o

Indeed, much of the antipathy towards authorial intention in recent
years comes from a speciĺically formalist iđeology ofart. Even l'aruskin
hardly a formalist in other respects draws much ofhis argument lrom
the field of Ameľican'New Criticism': 'Ihe intentionď fallacv', as fa-
mously articulated and criticised in the l94os by Monroe Bcardsley and
W K. Vŕimsatt.lĺ Many of their points are more or less accepted in lit_
erary criticism today: an intentional design, as the cause ofa poem, has
nothing to do with the standards by which the poem is subsequenty ro
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be judged. Just as Taruskin distinguishes between musical performance
and scholaľship, they insist that the art ofPoetľy is of a different oľder
Lo that of criticism. On thc other hand, certain aspects of Wimsatt and
Beardsley's approach Iun countcr to TaÍuskin's: theirs is uncompromis-
ingly objectivist and positivistic; only the poem itselfprovides the means
to its interpretation, meanings and quality. As Beaľdslcy states in his in-
troduction to aesthetics, we should not ask, 'What is this supposcd to be?'
but, rather, 'What have we got here?'" Anything exteľnal to the poem
is to be considered private and 'idiosyncratic' in other words, iľľele-
vant to the autonomous aesthetic object. This point is shown at its most
extreme Whr:n the aulhors compare the aÍWoľk with other objects:

.|udgrng a poem is like.judging a pudding or a machine. One dcmands that
iľ work' It is only because an altifact works that lve infcl the in|ęnĹion of an
artińceĺ. . . Poetry succccds because aII oI most of what is said or impliecl is

relevant; what is irrelevant has been excluded, likc lumps from pudding and
'bugs' from machincry In this respecl poetry differs from practical messagcs,

which arc successfulifand only ifwe corĺectly infcr the intention''3

Moreoveq the authors imp1y that thc objectĘing impulse is the nat-
ural mode ofhuman thought and perception: 'For all the objects ofour
manifold experience, foľ every uniry there is an action ofthe mind which
cuts offroots, melts away context or indeed we should never have ob-
jects oľ ideas or an1thing to tďk about' ('The Intentional Fallacy', p. 8).

In all, this intensely objectivist apProach re]ies entiľely on the integrity
and totality of individual artworks.'Ihe attitude can be traced back to

nineteenth-century wĺiter critics such as Bĺowning Arnold and Wilde,'a
but fi:rds its first theoretical foľmulation in the litera:ry theory of Eliot
and Pound.'s A similaľ formalist_objectivist attitude has been ta]<en to-
wards music spoľadically duľing the last two hundred years (first cleaĄ
articulated by Hanslick), and finding its most vociferous articulatlon m
the writings of Stravinsky (at exactly the same time as Eliot and Pound
were Pľomoting the autonomy ofliteraľy Works). It is pľecisely this aLti-

tude which Tamskin very properly obser-ves as a failing in HIP (which
he terms both 'authenticist' and 'modernist'), in which objcctive facts

sometimes count for moľe than intelpľetative imagination.
In a lateľ article, defending his assault on the intentionďĘ Wimsatt

stľesses that the backgľound languagc system (the langue) ls more inpor'
tant thar.l thc personalised exemplar by the authoľ (the 1aĺoż).l 

b Ceľtainly
this might be the only way in which authorial intention might be the crĹ
terion ofvalidity in the interpretation ofmeaning (i.e. what something is
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likely to mean given a particular backgľound ofpractice). But ifit is used
as the sole basis of validity il perfoľmarrce interpretation it might well
ironically play into the field ofthose historical perfoĺmeľs who ľeduce a
comPoser to the noľms ofhis historical envřonment' those characteľised
by Adorno's famous complaint about the 'Te lemannisation' of Bacr lsee
chaPtel I, p. 5 above). Thus things seem to have come full ciľc]e: the
new critics' quest for 'objectivity' in interPretation and the concern foľ
the wider system ratheľ than the idiosyncľasy ofthe author aĺe ifap-
plied to peďormance interpretation strikingly reminiscent of some of
the Very Worst vices of HIP in which musical woľks can be diluted by
an over-emphasis on contextual matters. As a whole then, it is unlikely
that the 'intentional fal7acy' aľgument can be accepted in the stľongest
sense (namely, that authoria] intentions aľe irrelevant) foľ our purposes,
ďthough lve might follow Taľuskin in using its centľa] premise that an
artist's interpretation ofa work after its completion is not privileged. We
should be on our guaľd against limiting musical inteľpretation merely to
what we think a composer allows us to do. Karol Bergcľ Suggests that an
intelest in intentions is a matter of courtesv. moľe a moral matteI than
one of certain knowledge. We shoulcł find out what we can about the
artist and his environment and then take ouľ interpretation beyond
these.rT Intention and historical context are thus the starting points of
study and not our ultimate goal.

Ir'ŕimsatt's resoft to the traditional structurďist distinction between
Iangue and. parĺlle poiĺts towaľđs anotheľ strain of anti-intentionálist
thought in the ficlds ofstructuralism and, particularly, post-structuralism.
Perhaps the gleatest diffelence beťWeen post-structuralism and 'New
Criticism'is in its flight fľom metaphysics, its ľefusal to glant unity or
integrity to aĺy artefact. Both Ro]ald Baľthes and Michel Foucault view
the very concept oí an authoľ as hisĺoricďly conđitioned, something
bound up with an ideologica-l concern with true meaning unity and
va]ue in texts.lÜ To paraphrase Roland Barthes, the author is meľely the
past ofhis own book; a text is not a line ofwords releasing a sirgle 'theo-
logical' meaning but the place where a varieĘ ofnon-original meanines
blend and clash' Everything a writcľ wants to expľess is only a ready-
Í'ormed dictionary, its words explainable only through othcr words. If
there is any unified meaning to be discerned, this lics in the destination
ofa text, not at its point of origin. As Bathes famously put it: 'the birth
ofthe readeľ must be at the cost ofthe death ofthe author'.'9

Something of this attitude is ďso evident in those philosophers who
deny that human agents have the capacĘ for 'intrinsic' or 'oľiginal'
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intention. They suggest ľather that human intentionality is deriued fro;;n
other circumstances, just as the intentionalĘ of a machine is derived
fľom the human puľpose to which it is put. As Daniel Dennett pro-
poses, meaning and significance are only to be found in the contin-
gent adaptation of an artefact to particular circumstances; the lact that
the panda's thumb was originďy a wrist-bone does not detract from
the excellency of its pľesent role as a thumb. In short, an entire com-
ponent of the Dar'rvinian ľevolution is often ignored in contemPolaľy
thought:

Aftcr ď these years we are stilljust coming to terms witl-r this unsettling implica-
tion ofDarwin's destruction ofthe Argument from Design: there is no ultimate
User's Manual in which thc rzalfunctions, and real me anings, oľ biological aĺü-
facts are oíEcially represented. There is no moĺe bedrock for what we might call
original functioniĺity than Ĺhere is for its cognitivistic scion, original intention-
a.liry You can't have realism about meanings without realism about functions.lo

Thus for Dennett, as for Baľthes, meaning and significance are to be
located, a]bčit contingently, in the activiry function and use ofthe reader
oI intelpreteĹ of course, some would claim that musica] per{ormance
has always privileged the ľeader, ifthe latteľ is defined as the performeľ;
performers are populaĄ idolised above composers for theiľ insights and
unique peľsonaliry"' Fuľthermore, there are many instances in earlier
music history when lar more performer freedom was expected than
has bcen allor,ved in 'mainstľeam' twcntieth-centuľy performance, in-
stances whele the per{ormeľ was also the composer or played a large
paľt in completing the process oťcomposition (se e Chapter 4, pp. IoĹI4
below)' Heľe then, the transfer ofthe reader-orientated approach to mu-
sical performance Seems to Support ceľtain attitudes in the history of
perÍŁlrmance. The composer's intentions are imaginatively ignored paľ-
ticularly ifthere is no sbong sense ofcomposer or intention to ignore rn
the first place.

There is a further field in which intentionality has been questioned as
the sole basis of interpretation: the editing of verbal and musical texts.
Editorial theorists have notedthatin certain source situations the author's
intention is haľd to dcfinc: sometimes theľe might not be 'a single oľiginal
author (e.g Homer), at other times a r,vriteľ might produce more than
one valid version (e'g Shakcspeaľe, lÍizg,Ĺĺar). As Philip Bľett has stated:

The problem 'with authoria] intention fol the editor as historicď critic, once
onc glants thc ccltain degree of ethical imperaüve it entails, is that it is too
nanow a concept to adopt as a base of operations. Almost every work has
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implications bcyond what its composer can consciously havc intcnded; and
often othe. people determinc much of what transíbrms a composel's text oŤ

idca into what we conceive ofas a work.n?

Jeromc McGann has also stressed that authorial intcntion cannot al-
ways be the sole arbiter in textual problems; indeed in some cases 1t

may be oveľľiddcn by other factors. However, he has also consideľab]y
refined our conception ofwheľe thc author's intention might lie, show-
ing that it is not a simple matter of a single act or process of intention.
He perceives tr,vo codes at work in a text, the linguistic code the baslc
veľbal text which is the stuff of editing and the bibliographic code
thc otheľ aspects ofpresentation such as the printing and layout oÍ'the
page. In the normal couľse of events, the author wi]1 have most con-
trol over the linguistic code while the publisheľ will have the finď say
in the bibliographic code' Howevcľ, there are obüous cases where the
authoľ has attempted to controlboth, particulaĄwhen thc tcxt invo]ves
illustrations (e.g some ofthe publications ofBlake and Pound).'3

Much ofthis can bc transferred to the music sphere, both with regard
to making editions and to performance. The notion ofa linguistic and
a bibliographic code could bc related to two diĺIerent intentional levcls,
similaľ but not equivalent to what I wil1 later describe as the 'active'
and 'passive' levels of intention' With regard to the bibliogľaphic code,
we might ask how much contľol a composel had in thc preparation
and distribution of manuscripts. What do bibliographic matters.(e.9. the
layout of a scoľe, thc use oí punctuation for the text) tell us about his
pcr{orming intentions and expectations? We might also consider which
composers took the most caľe and assumed the most control in thc
production oftheir scores and the conditions oftheir pcľformance. None
ofthese factors, to which an editor should be held accountable, provides
a normativc index ofgood performance. They do, hołveveľ, give us some
notion of the degree to which the presentation of the music on paper
may ľelate to the various levels of the composer's intention'

Despite the challenges to the concept ofauthorial intention this con-
cept has been by no mcans dead since it was first attacked in thc r94os.
Thc whole debate has ľeceived enormous attention during the I99os,
some fifty years after it began."a This has geneĺally concerned the ques-
tion of meaning in literary texts and thus does not directly impinge on
the issue of musical performance. But it may wel] eüdence a general
dissatisfaction with forma.lism and a search for alternativc ways of un-
derstanding the arts. Quentin Skinncľ, like KĘ attacks the position of
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total Scepticism (in his casc, Deľrida's) with the blunt observation that
even dogs can tell the difference 'between an accidental and deliberate
kick',"s -6i1..t ..old Levinson extends the issue ofintentions to the way
an audience constructs plausible intentions on the paľt of an author"b
These 'counterfactual' irrtentions allow us to construct the intentionďist
stance of the author thľough consideration ofthe tradition surrounding
him, his oeuvre as a whole, and his generď public image. This has the
advantage of allowing multiple interpretability, since there are an infinite
numbeľ ofways of configurilg the avai]able contextual evidence and it
also a]lows us to overrule what is knoĺm ofthe auĹłror's arlzal intentions,
should these be known. CleaĄ theľe is the question ofwhetheľ coun-
terfactual intentions are really intentions at all (especially when they
are, Literally, aĺrti-intentionď), but Levinson's position may evidence a
profound shift in scholaĄ attitude. }-řst, the audience's, interpreteľ's
or critic's role in constituting intention is paramount (thus absorbing
something of the post-structuralist critique of intentionaliry). Secondly it
suggests that the notion ofthe authoľ as an active, human Íigure (rather
than as merely the lacilitator ofpeľfected foľm), who woľks within a par-
ticular social and cultural enüľonment, has become a more significa:rt
element in the way we conceive of art.

Even in the field ofľeadeľ-oriented cńticism, where one might assume
that there was the greatest lesistance to authoľial intention, there are nev-
ertheless some scholaľs who have relied on the Concept. These include
those theories that rely on a communication model for literary texts, such
as RomanJakobson's concept of author and reader as being related as
the sender and receiver of a message."T Wayne Booth, concerned with
the rhetorical aspects of textua lity, gives attention to the ethical implica-
tions of the message, discerning an 'implied author'in the text who must
be constructed in the act ofľeading by the 'implied ľeader':

Regardless of my real beliefs and practices, I must subordinatc rny mind and
heart to thc book ifl arr-r to enjoy it to the full. The author. . . mal<es his reader
as he makes his second selĘ and thc most successful reading is one in which thę
cleated selves, authoľ and readeq can find complete agreement."o

\ĄIhatever the plausibility of these approaches in literary stuďes, the
notion ofsending a message or of the direct agreement between author
and reader is not onlytoo restľictive for music but a]so virtually impossible
to prove in the absence of a codifiable linguistic equivalent lor music.
Nevertheless,I shall returnlater to the question ofwhcther Booth's model
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ofan'implied ľeadeľ' could be appliedto music in the guise ofan'implied
performer' r,vho caĺr be discerned in the notation of music.

Even those writers who most loudlyproclaim their independence fľom

the author's intention, have recouĺse to it on occasion' Beardsley and

Wimsatt suggest, rather awkwarďy that an author's notes on the inteľ-

Dretation of his work (such as Eliot's notes on Tlze Wastĺ Land) can be

used by the critic if they are üewed as actually being part ofthe work'"g

Vŕimsatt also acknowledges that intentions may come into play if there

is somethirg missing, some imperfection in the work; here knowledge

of intentioni might act like a cľutch foľ the lame or an extra stonc for

the sagging aľch.3o Even Richard Taľuskin will refer to some aspect of
a composcľ's intention if it suits and substantiates one ofhis own points:

in his ľeview of Haĺnoncourt's recordings of Bach's cantatas, he notes

that the per{ormers frequently capitaLise on the sheer diÍficulty of the

music, often cręating an ugly e{Iect. This uglincss actually brings out a

paľticular message in the music that cou]d well havc been intended by

th. .orĺlpor.r, a sense of the drabness and imper{ěction oť the earth1y

condition which is actualised by the struggles ofthe singers.3' In all, he is

complimentary of performa-nces which involve creative departures from

the notated text and is prepared to support this with histońcal eviĺłencc
(e .g. for Mozart) that shows this was part of a composer's wider intention'

Furthermore he laments the absence ofa peľsona1voice in much recent

composition and perfoľmance, noting that most pre-modeľn composeĺs
had no diĺńculty in believing that drey were the principal speakeŕ in their

compositions. Thus, in this sense Taĺuskin turns his back on Beardsley

and Wimsatt and, pańiculaĄ the objcctive and impeľsonal appľoach

to per{ormance, and he positively encouragcs an intentional staĺce, pľo-

üđed this does not mean blind fidelity to a composer.3" In otheľ words,

ouľ own critical stance is essential in the valuation ofintentions and thus

conditions how we might employ them for our own inteľpretaúons.

one of the most productive points to emcľge out of the critique of
intentionďity is the sense of flexibility between an author's intentions

and a reader's interPretative insights. As Theodore Redpath aÍfirms:

'The prize term "ŕáemeaning'' seems to float betwecn the ĺvo parties, Iike

a balloon floating above two parties ofchildren, each ofwhich wishes to

rcach and appropńate it.'While affording pľiority to historical meanings

(just as we would take the histoĺical meanings of individual woľds as

a Starting-point for interpľetation), Redpath perceptive]y suggests that:

'there is no universalrulc that we ought to attach the same impoľtance rn

all cases to what the poetmeantbyhis poem, in determining the meaning
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ofthe poem: but that the degree ofimportance we should attach to it in
anv oarticu]ar case is a matter for źesthehc decision' .33

Such an approach is particulaĺly useful in the field of HIP Faĺ from
ľeducing the aľtistic to the scholaĄ perhaps the major conccptuď
flaw of many appľoaches to the field this suggests that the scholaÍly
enterprise ofseeking an 'original' historical meaning should veer towards
the artistic.

Precisely this d1mamic attitude towards irrtention inťorms the work of
two contľibutions to the philosophy of alt, Michael Baxand'al]'s Patterns

af Intention and Richard Wollheim's PaintĄ as an Art. Thelr inferential
approach to intention is of a completely diÍIeľent kind lrom that which
is normďly discusscd in the Literaľy debates and which is applied to HIP
But not only may it be ofgreat significance in making us reconsideľ the

concept of historical performance, it might ďso show how HIP could
be valuable in ľevising our conception of notated musica] works. For
Ba-xandall 'inferential cľiticism' re]ates not to

an actlral, particular psychologica.l state or even a historical set ofmental events

inside the heads of lthe artists.] . .. Onc assumes purposefulness or intent ot
as it'WeIe, 'intęntiveness' in the historica-l actol but even more irr the historicď
obiech themsclves. Intentionality in this sense is ta-ken to be characLeristic of
boih. Intention is üe for'wardJeaning look ofthings.34

This view of intention is evidently a construct of the contemporary
cľitic./interpreter, something to be stľicĄ ďstinguished from the more
traditional static view ofintention which

would deny a great deď ofwhat ma1res pictuŤcs lvorth boŁlreŤing about, whether
for us or |or their makers. It would deny the encoun|cľ with the medium and
rcduce the work to a solt ofconcePĹual or ideal art imperfectly rcalized' There
is noĹ just drŻ intęntion buL a numberless sequencc of der'eloping moments 01

intention.
Thc account ofintention is not a nanativc of \Ą'hat went on in the painteŕ's

mind but an anal)'tical construct about his ends and mcans, as we infer thcm
|rom the ľelation of thc object to identifiable circumstances' It stands rn an
ostensive rclation to the picturc itselĹ (Pattfins 0Í Intentinn, pp. 63, Io9)

Thus, in the field of music, we should be conceľned not with specific
biographical events, but should imagine pieces as {he result of an infi-
nite sequence of decisions. This helps us to tempeľ the üew of musical
works as static, timeless objects and allows us to see them as something
much closer to the Drocess of peľformance itselĹ What Baxanda]] most

o5
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profitably gives us is the sense that we must Ęect the concept oŕa'formď
cause'in aľt and that tlre causalprocess is both dynamic and malleable:35

in a picturc . . . it is not quite a matter ofthe painter first working out a finished
design and then picking up thc bľushes in an executivc ľole and just carr y-
ing it out. The phases interpenetrate, and one would surely wish at least to
accommodate this sense ofproccss. (Patterns oJ Intention, p. 39)

His insistence that the critical vieweľ take an active role in interpľet-
ing the picture is aľguably even more important as a maxim for musicď
performance (howeveľ 'historical' one's intentions). This point is further
developed by Wollheim for whom the üeweľ's perspective emerges as a
cruciď e]ement for both original artist and subsequent interpleteIs. He
assumes a univeľsď human capacity ol'seeing-in', prior to that ofpicto-
rial representation. In other words, we all have the tendency to discern
rePľesentations within seemingly abstľact patteľns in nature before at-
tempting such representations ourselves (Wollheim also goes on to claim
a similar status for 'expression'in represented images). It is preciscly this
capacĘ of'seeing-in' that the aľtist mobilises as he paints. His intention
to lepIesent rests on the same psychological abilities as the üeweľ has in
'seeing-in'.3b Wollheim goes on to discern how the spectator's ability can
be impľoved through the cultivation ofparticu1aĺ kinds ofknowledge:

a spectatoľ nceds aloL olinformation abouthow thepaintinBhe confronts came
to bc made. He neęds a substantial cosnitive stock.

But, once we allow information in. is thcľc any principled way in which we
can dccidc thaĹ some infoľmation is legitimate, aĺld some illegitimate? . . . there
seems to be only onc limitation that should bc placed upon what information
can be draftcd into the spectator's cognitive stock. It relaĹes, not to the source
from which the information derives, nor to its contcnt) but to the use to which
it is put' The infolmation must be such that by drawing upon it a spectatoÍ is
enabled to experience some part ofthe con|ent ofthe pictuŤe which other-wise
he would have been likcly to overlook' (Paintlng as an Arĺ' pp' Bg g'ĺ)

This appľoach đoes contain an echo of the formalism Ęng behind
the New Cľitics' dismissal of intention in the first olace: much of the
'corľcct' interpretation can be fostered by looking át 'the woľk itselí'.
But there is the important admission that klowledge ofthe surľounding
context iS potentially infinite and ľelevalt insofaľ as it a]lows us to find
something new within the picture. Bixandall's entertaining discussion
ofthe intentionality surľounding the aĺchitect ofthe Foľth Bridge shows
thatmuch depenđs on our own frame ofreference' Is our concern general
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histoľy, the history of bridges, or economics? Áľe we interested in the
general or specific conditions under which the designer worked, or in
the things that, by necessity, must 'have been in the reĺ1ecting minds oť
the actors'? (Patttrns aJ Inteľlĺion, pp'27 B)'

How appropľiate is the inferential appľoach to iltentionality lor mu-
sic, particulaĄ as a basis for the practice ofperformance? Traditional
approaches to intentionality in composition and performance, such as

Iű\T's, tend to See ĺi]]e musica-l woľk as a concept oľ ideal proüsionally
realised in peľformance. Thc inferential approach rather sees dle art ob-
ject as ľesulting from an inlinite sequence ofintentions, a causal process
that was both dynamic and malleable. Ceľtainly, there is a great deal of
sensc in the notion that the composer lunctions not only' aS a comPoseľ
but ďso as a performer and listcncr duľing the course of composition,
reacting to what he plays and hears and altering and developing tlLe

composition accordingly Äs Roger Sessions once usefully proposed, the
practices of composition, perfoľmance and listening belong esSentia]ly to
the same process, and anyone participating in any one ofthese actMties
tacitly (sometimes even activel' participates in all three.37 Fuĺdrermore,
Wollheim's view that information external to the painting is vital if it
allows us to appreciate something we wou]d not other'wise have noúced,
justifics the search for historica] facts relating to the peľformance of a
piece o|music. Ratherthan merely setting a standard oÍ'coľectness these
may allow us a musical experience ofwhich we might not othcrwise have
conceived.

How, then, can we reformulate intentionality in music along the lines
ofinferentia] criticism so that it can be moľc productive for perfoľmance
interpľetation? Dipcľt's thIee-part Categoľisation ofthe low, medium and
high levels of intention stil1 provides a good staľting point. A composeľ
normďly intends a sPecific means and medium of performance that Ie-
sult in an intended Sound that, in turn, engendeľs the intended effect for
the listener However, in practice there a_re severď problems both with
Dipeľt's division of intentions and with his evaluation of their hieraľ-
chy. First, thę prul.ary purp\'sĺ of the piece might not be one that was
determincd by the composeľ in the first place, particulaĄ in the case
ofthose repertories pľepared for a spccific extra-musical function. Such
purposes might be cntiľely irrelevant to a modern audience's concerns'
or, if the music is still used lor its original purposc (e.g. chuľch music)
the theological and liturgical presuppositions might often be entirely dif-
ferent. Moreoveq it is both impossible and undesiľable to recreate the
preconceptions of an histoľical audience (as Dipeľt himself aÍErms). In
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certain cases then, the highJevel intentions (e.$ to serve God, through
the liturgy) might not be speciĺically of the composeĺ's own making and
might not be those we most desiľe in contempoľary Perfoľmance.

It is also uncleaĺ as to how Dipert's highłevel intentions fit into the
realm of performance: much of the effect that a composeľ intends to
produce in the listener (insofaĺ as this is ascertainable), lies in the elements
of the music that aľe not a choice in performance interpretation (e.g
haľmon11 melody, text-setting). In fact, it is often more in the 'lowcr'
leve]s that the peľformer's choice a:rd imagilation can be exercised'
Finďl11 and most impořtant]y, consideľation of the 'lower' levels quite
often reveals possible 'higher' intentions that might not otherwise have
been evident.

Thus Dipert is too dismissive of the low-level intentions, limiting the
function of playing techniques to the ulterior purpose of the midďe-
level intentions, the specfic sound ľequired.sÚ This approach tcnds to
presupPose that musica] woľks are disclete and Static entities that merely
require a particular sound to be realised' But the player may ľeact to
the medium or technique employed, something that can result in rnter-
pretative diÍIerences that are not quantifiable merely in terms ofsound
quality3g This might, in tuľn, facilitate a style ofinteľpľetation that Was
pľeviously obscured, something perhaps to do with stylistic pacing ar-
ticulation and phĺasing and, above all, the overall expression'

Fuľthcrmoľe, to come closel to the infeľential approach ofBaxandall
and Wollheim, the instrument, playing technique or the abilities and
sýe of the assumed peďormer may have played a major part in the
way the music was wĺitten in the first place' Different 'Iow-levcl' inten-
tions could thus have ĺesu]ted in an entiĺely different piece ol music'
Here then, it may be more profitable to conceive of the three levels of
intention in reverse order: rather than haüng a specific end in mind and
then employing the ľequisite tools and personnel, the composer's ends
are at least paĺdy the result of what he ďscovers duľing the process of
composition, his inteľaction with the medium. Thus Dipelt's demonstra-
tion that Bach h1pothetically would have preferľed the modern prano
to the clavichoľd since it better fu]fils an assumed middle-level intention
foľ greater d1.namic expression does not necessarily follow Afteľ ď, the
greater fulfi]nent of one midďe-level intention dyramic expression
might inhibit another intention ofthe same ľanking: tone, aľticulation,
voicing etc. The modern piano may have caused him to wŤite in an
entiľely diffeľent way (this is not to condemn performarrce today on the
'wrong' instrument, but merely to point to how the medium influenccd
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the way the piece was written in the first place). Dipert's assertion that
Beethoven is a proven master of foľm but not necessarily a good judge
ofpianos ĺelies on a specific formalist ideology of music and is thus oĺ'
no more intrinsic value than the assertion that Beethoven's remarkable
dialogue with the developing styles ofpiano building ofhis day accounts
for his daring and expeľimental approach to notated composition.

Sometimes an instrumental limitation actually contributes to thc com-
poser's creative act, such as in the case of Bach's unaccompanied works
lor violin and violoncello. Mendelssohn and Schumann saw fit to pľo-
vide piano accompaniments foľ some of these works in order to make
Bach's supposed intentions CleaÍel to the listeneĹ Some historians in re-
cent years have evenproposed developingbows (in the name ofhistorical
accuracy!) which allow foľ the peľformance ofdouble-stops as indicated
in the notation. Yet it was suľely the very limitation of the medium of so]o

violin (even more so in the case ofthe solo violoncello)that provided Bach
with much of his compositional incentive. The music is pregnant with
textuľal implications: the readeľ,/per{ormeľ/listeneľ constructs musica]
lines and gestures tl]at aĺe not necessaľi-ly notated. By being foľced to
wŤite fewel notes Bach was able to imply many more.

It is also unclear as to why Dipeľt's assertion that'the 1ess conscious,
informed, or delibeľate the composer's indication, the less strong is our
prima facie obligation to follow it' ('The Composer's Intentions', p. z rz)
necessarily holds. So much of the quality of a good composer must re-
side in his unconscious assimilation of techniques and in his intuition.
Indeed, he might often alteľ his mośt conscious intentions foľ perfor-
mance (e.g StľavinsĘ's tempi tĺ.the Rite oÍSpring), while his unconscious
assumption of a particular kind of instrument or playing technique may
be integral to the way the music was written in the first place. This
same misunderstanding pervades the considerations of intentionality by
Stephen Davies andJerrold Leünson, for whom the composeľ's 'deter-
minative intentions' are the ones that count for'authentic peľformance',
as opposed to concurrent or unexpressed wishes and the social milieu of
composer and work.4o Their apPľoach assumes that musical works have
a timeless, essential core (something which is, at best, an historical con-
ception), that this core bľings with it certain imperatives in perfoľmaĺrce,
anđ what seems patently incorrect that these imperatives are identical
to, or at least directly parallel with, the composer's conscious decisrons.

In shoľt, I plopose to dľop the concept of a f,xed hierarcĘ of peľ-
foľmance intentions and instead divide intention into two non-ranked
areas:'active intention' - a composer's specific decisions concerniĺlg
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Such matters as instrumentation, tempo, dynamic, olnamentatioll, Ż!l'
ticulation etc. (all of which may, oľ may not be, consciously notated);
and 'passive intention' '- Ĺlrose factors oveľ which he had little contľol,
but which he consciously or unconsciously assumed. On the whole, the
active intentions will be more conscious and the passive ones lcss s.r,

but this association is by no means Ĺxed. E. D. Hirsch suggests that the
distinction between an author's conscious and unconscious intcntions rs

not to be conÍüsed with thc distinction between what an author does
and does not mean. Following Husseľl, the unconscious factors form the
wider horizon that helps us to ľeconstruct the author's mental and cxpc_
riential woľld.4' The composer's 'horizon of expectations' might relate
to how he expected the music to be played and perceived, but might
also, in turn, have caused him to wľite in a particular r,vay As NIaurice
NIerleau-Ponty pľoposed, our ilteľre]ations with our enviĺonment rn'
grain 'caľnal formulae' on our bodies and each new experience be-
comes sedimented into our 'intentional aľc', thus inĺ1uencing our Íuture
actions.4" Consideration ofintention, even at the lowest 'passive' levels,
makes us awaľe of the aÍtist's actual indiüdual embodiment and helps
us cxpeľience this aliesh in the suruiving works.

In some cases active andpassive intentions might run into onc anotheq
such as when Handel chose a particu1aĺ singer to perform a particular
role (conscious, active intention)and thcn thatsinger's abilities, technique
and style caused him to writc in a paĺticular way fuassive intention, both
conscious and unconscious). This issue is aptly demonstľated by paĺtic-
ular arias lrom Messiah whęre multiple veľsions of 'But who mav abide '
and 'Thou aft gone up on high' rcflect a changing cast of sinsers and
some radical changes to the music. Here thc changing passive intentions
prove a significant aesthetic point, that the influence of performance
considerations Vr'as more important to Handel thaĺ the creation of a
timeless, unified masterwork. Passive intentions of this kind are often
conscious, extremely so in the case ofBenjamin Britten:

Duringĺhe act ofcomposition one is continually refcrring back to the conditions
of performance . . . the acoustics and thc forccs available, the techniques ofthe
insťIumcnts and thevoices such questions oťcupyonc's attention cc,ntinuously,
and certainly affec| Ĺhc stulrofthe music' and in my experience aIc not only a
restriction, but a challenge, an inspiration . . . I prefer to study the conditions of
pcrformar-rce and shape my music to them.43

But such passive intentions may equally well be unconscious. As
Nlattheson ľemarked, in the most comprehensive surwey of composi-
tional invention in the eaĄ eighteenth century, 'Ten good composels
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are often not capable of creating a single good singer; but a single good
singer, especially a beautiful and talented fcmale, is easily capable ofin-
spiľing ten good composeĺs; So that the lattel somctimes do not know
whence the magnificent ideas come to them.'aa If Mattheson is right, the
composer's unconscious passive intentions should be precisely those we
should privilege ifwe are conccľned with the intentionality latcnt within
music of this kind.

In a:lother sense, passive intentions could ľeferto active intentions that
were impossible to realise. These may ľelate to the composer's desire foľ
the best possible peŕormance (cven iťthis was not immediately available
to hiĄ or a particular style ofperformance practice that did not pertarn
to his local enüronment. In cases such as these, the composer's irrtentions,

so far as they can be infeľred, shou1d surely override the actual historical
conditions. Such intentions need to be seen in the context of both the
actual set of choices open to the composeľ but also to possible sets of
choices.45

In this sense, intentionality, far from being syron)'rrrous with the notion
of historical fidelity, actually works against it. One would have to be
an antiquarian of the most dogged tlpe to wish mediocre performing
circumstances as a noIm for most of the music We choose to perfoľm.
Nevertheless, some have argued that since most earlier repeftories were
designed forperfoľmance within a ľegulaľly occurľingmulti-media event
we perhaps need to ľecover at least the possibilĘof art music functioning
as a form of ľoutine or as background music, which is, after a11, one of
the main uses of popular music today.46

It is against the fleld of 'active intentions' that much of Taľuskin's
scepticism is aimed. Hc proves, at the Yery 1east, that composersr afti-
tudes to intelpretation in peľformance vaĺy as much as any performer's
might oveľ the course ofa career. Thus we might be ab]e to find a more
satisfactory tempo for a Beethoven s1łnphony, a moľe elegant ornament
for a Coupeńn dance, a more ingenious bowing fcr a Bach violin solo,

than the composers specifieđ. Furthermore, the fact that an intention
may be active, does not necessarily imply that the composeľ was fully
conscious oť it or considered it indelibly Ĺxed' In the case of maľks oĺ'
articulation, phľasing, dynamics and ornamentation the composel may
have had diverse reasons for including them: perhaps barely considered,
almost unconscious notations or a rather carefully worked scheme; di-
rections foľ the inexperienced or remindeľs perhaps limitations for
the experienced; exceptions to or reinforcements ofan assumed rule.

Furthermore, it seems that comPosers' sense of theiľ own 'active
intentions' developed relatively late in history, reaching a peak in the
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mid-twentieth century (for the issue of,pľogress, in the notation ofper_
formance issues, see chapter 4). But it is not a.lways the case that earlier
composers aľe si]ent on their opinions about performance, indeed they
sometimes insist on obedience to their intentions.

The anecdote is probably spuľious, but at least it portrays a late-
Renaissance viěw ofhowJosquin the compose r related ĺo his performers:

You ass, why do you add oŤnamcntation? If it had pleascd me' I woulđ have
inscľted it myselfl Ifyou wish to amcnd propcrly composecl songs, make your
own, but leave mine unamended.4T

Whatever its veľacity this ľemark shou]d not be taken literal]y as an
injunction to ľespectJosquin's notation with the awe ofa fundamentďist.
We know that he himselfwas a sirger and teacher ofconsummate ar.Lrs Lry
that he pľobably trained his best sirrgeľS to ornament With the hindsisht
ofthe strictest instruction in composition and that his notation represňts
as much his ovn activity in pcrlormance as in composirion.

Moving forwaľd a century or so, Frescobaldi, in thc preface to his
Copńriol 16z4' aJfirms lha t:

I have wished to advise that in thosc things, thatwouldnot scem ruled, by the use
ofcountelpoinĹl one must fiŤst seek the aĺIet|o ofthat passage & the puipose of
thc Áuthor for the delight ofĹłre eaŤ & the manner thai it is sought iíph'ying+s

A more direct equivalent to \Ą/ol]heim's injunction to discern inten-
tion thlough plotracted contemplation of ari wou]d be diíficult to fincl
in the sphere of music. Rogeľ North pľoüdes a remarkably subt]e no-
tion ofcompositional intention, when he descĺibcs tlre art ol,voluntary,,
in which the ľoles of composeľ and performeľ aĺe ľolled into one: the
principal purpose of 'voluntary' is to conjure up many moods; even if
the composeľ/organist is not entirely successíul in this. the lact that he
has an intention 'will signifie more than if nothing att all was intended
or thought on'.49 In otheľ woľds, the fact that theŕ is intention is Irlorę
important than the idiosyncratic details of that intentionl the notion
of 'intentionality' alerts us to the human and d1łlamic elements of the
notated piece, its 'foľwardJeaning' qualiry Moreoveľ, dris takes us be-
yond the positiüstic, objectiüst view ofintention towards a sense ofthe
subjectivity inherent in music, regardless of its age and sýe.

For \ľollheim, certain pictures exemplified by Manet, Fľiedrich
and Hals contain one particu1aľ element that is essential for their
lntelpľetation: an intelna] viewer, placed \'vithin the picture, who has
access to the same field as the exteľna] üewer and who thus influerrcęs
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the pcrspective ofthe entire picture and the attitude ofits characters. The
notion ofthe 'implied performer' in the notationaltext oťcertain preces

ofmusic (equivalent to Booth's'implicd reader'in the Liteľarytext)' Seems

to me particulaĄ pľoductive. The anecdote aboutJosquin complaining
of singers ornamenting his music rvhich is already elaborated suggests

that the notation might actually ľeflect an historical performance on its

own terms. Much of my own work has centred on the interplay between

notated composition and improvised elaboration on the paÍt of per-

formers during the German Baroque, and has suggested that authoľity
in perfoľmance does not go merely from composer to Perfoĺmer but ca:l
quite oftcn go the other wa1ł5o In other words, as the theolist Beĺnhar.l
pelceptively noted in one of his treatises on composiĺion, comPosels
Ĺad leaľned a lot from the elaboration ofperformcľs; there was cleaĺly
a fluid interplay ofinlluence between the two.

The case ofJ. S. Bach is particulaĺly significant: in his once-criticised
tendency to lestľict the peľformeĺ's freedom to olnament he has actually
preserveđ his own particu1aĺ t}pe ofpeformance in the very s1'mbols of
the notation' on the other hand, the VaIious figuIes of oľnamentation
are compositionally integrated (e.g by consistency of figure and imita-

tion) in a manner that could not have been achieved by the improvisrng
peďormer So we may envision Bach the composer adopting the attitude

oťa performer and then dialectically integrating the two roles within the

notation. In this sense, any perlormance of his music that reproduces

most of the right notes is an histoĺical per{ormance, one which follolvs

the very active performing intentions ol the composer.

The same sort of approach could be made to composeľs whose

music is lrequently preserved in a plethora of manuscript veľsions.

David Fuller has advocated an open but cľitical attitude to the sev-

erď different texts preserving the music of the Fĺench haľpsichordist,
Chambonniěres, a state of aJlairs he conveniently sums up with the ne_

ologism 'heterotextuulity'.5' H... the player must take oveľ muc-]r of
the responsibility usually demanded only ofthe editoľ, sifting thľough
the various versions, becoming familiar with the composer's style and,

above a1l, not takj1lg the pĺinted notes aS established, immutable facts.

Exactly the same reasoning could be applied to the more celebrated case

of Corelli's violin sonatas, wheĺe various printed versions claiĺn to ľepre-

sent the composeľ's ońginalpeľformance style; the most obvious cľIor to

make here would be to takc those Publisheĺs at their word who claimcd
to reDresent the onlv 'authentic' version.5" In cases such as these each

version could be ľcgarded aS the notation ofone paľticulaľ performance
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by the compose1 somethir-rg which would be completely obscuľed by ap-
proaching the score as an immutablc L/rtext (see clapte'ra, p. ,ro Uaoq.
- Not every composer produces this sort oi perfoľmer-lrr_i}'"-r'tr,o.ror'.
It-is certainly most evident in the case of cá-pos"., -l-'o *.". tľ'.-
,.1ľ:: 

:'o*'l|fu 
. łcr|ormers:Josquil, Couperin, Handel, Bach, Mozart,

Ďchumann' UhoPln and Liszt come immediatetyto mind. Theirnotatron
fus wg'1Ę a; bof a ľecord ofpast peďoľmaĺces and a mrl.-or'i" ĺo. ĺ'"
rurure. rr AsJlm bamson notcs) even the detailed substance ofmuch early
nlnetee nth-cenlury piano music may lelate to improüsation.sa Recog-
nition of a performing persona ir-r the notation grätly info.-, o.l, o*r'
nterpretatĺVe role as ,external 

sPectatoľs, or music critics, but the same
persona may also enliven our musical experiences as performers and
Isteners

^It 
could be argued that much of what I discuss unđer the heading

of 'intention' should be subsumed undeľ some o*'.. tĺtl. ,i.'.. ,t ua-
dĺesses.elements found in pieces and repeĺtories as they survive today
and 

.it 
is not 

-specfically conceľned witĹ biographical á"tail, u.'a tł'e
pľccise thoughts and decisions of anypa.ticulř cämpos.'. wir.'Ltt ur'a
Beardsley would doubtless claim that anýhing of vj". ..,r.ĺ.ä łry -yappľoach is a featuľe immanent in the work itse]lfand not asociatedwith
,,ľ.].:l': -1l-.xt. Howcveł I believe it is importan, ," .pp'*ĺ)r. ,ł'.
laIęnÍ l Íentl1notlr) rn music as an aľt to be performed, something that
can be distinguished fľom the more local äo''..pt oĺ.tn. .oĘor..t
intentions'.5s Just as ouľ inteľest in art psr se rests on our understanding
that itis intmĺionalty created as aľt (otheńvise it would be oľ,L. r.Á. r,.,',
as an object in nature), our interest in pieces ofmusic sľ'o.,la Ĺ"ái...t"a
towards lhe human subjccrivi11 involved in Lheiľ rreation und._llurtjc-
ľ:ny.'.n lhc^ lntent ionaliry lo\Ąards ĺand occasioned b1; peľlornrance.

,'n:'llua ol a Composer's specifir^ intenďons lor perlormancc cannot
De re$slated acľoss the boaľd; each issue needs to be constant]y evalu-
ated on a case-by-case basis. As Redpath and Baxandall,s uoo'.ou.ľ'",
:o 

literalure 
.1nd 1l! suggested, the choice and evaluation oflü*ronnt

IaCtorS sľrould ltsell be an aesthetic one. This appĺoach to intention ďso
influences ouĺ conception ofthe so-called .highä, spiľit"J ĺ"r..ř.", 

"ĺ
l_i'o.Tpo*.;.,h.'Tessage' 

thaľ hc supPoseclly 6or-']' n 
'.a tcs 1hrouqh the

rarrDte medra at hrs disposal. For lhcse are surely medialed within rhc
patteľn ofintentions aĺd interact with allthe detá s ofthe woľkt actua_l
emDodtment.)"

*]1:,]:ľ::"nť appľoach is obviously iľrelevant if we tałe a stĺrctly
Ioľma-ltst vrew oÍ music, independent and adequate in its own ńode of
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cxistence, but it suľely becomes crucial if we wish to understand music

as the product ofhuman action and decisions to be taken within a rela-

tively constľained range ofchoices.57 As FredricJamcson has remaľked:

'restoring thc clumsiness oť some initial thought process means return-
ing to the act of thinking as praxis and stripping away the ĺeifications
that sediment around that act when it has become an object'.so Studýng
both the historical context and the methods ofperformance widens the

field from which aesthetic choice and evaluation can be made.
As Hesse shows usin The Glass Bead Game,histoty should not be used

aS a way of denying the stĺuggle that brought coundess artelacts and
practices into being It should not be a mode ofpreseruation that returns

us to countless origrnal details ifit merely treats these details as objcctive
fact. Even if the best works 'no longer show any signs of the anguish

and effoľt that preceded them' such works do, in fact, embody aspects

of a time and conflict of which without historical study - we would
otheĺ'wise know nothingsg

Moreover, historical knowledge should not simply be ĺixed and ex-

haustible, it will change and develop as our ovm priorities change. Our
reception ofany paľticular piece, composer or lepertory wil1 develop as

we learn more about its creative context and this, il turn, will inlorm
our evaluation of what is significant within the context Paul Crowther
suggests, following Meľle au-Ponty's theory of art, that the aľtwork ex-

presses the relationship between the aĺtist and a wideľ shared worlcl and
is thus impoľtant for 'its implications foľ other lives'. Our own changrng

historicity will enable us to draw inexhaustiblc meanings and experiences
out ofthe work: As the patterns and meaning ofpersonď and collective

existence take on new meaning, so will our undeľstandi:rg ofparticrllaľ
works ofart and theiľ creators.'ou In short, the ultimate value ofstudying
intention for the purposes of HIP might rest not so much in telling us

how a piece should or should not sound but rather in how perĺbrmance,
as the medium ofsounding music, conditions ouľ idea ol'how musrc re-

lates to the world in which it first sounded and that in which it continues
to sound. It can be a counterbalance to the traditional way ofviewing
music history as merely the history of musical works.


